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BODY AND EXHAUST SYSTEM
BODY
SIDE FÄCIA P/.NEL
Removal (Left-hand Drive)
Disconnect the positive lead ou the battery. IJnsc¡ew

the two chrône bezels securing the speedometer trip
and the time clock control cables to the under scuttle
casings.

Remove the two under scuttle casings by unscrewing

the drive screws and rvithdrawing the casings away
from the retaining clips.
Withdraw the headlamp, ignition and fuel warning
lights from the rear of the speedometer, Disconnect
the speedometer drive cable from the rear of the
speedometer.

Remove the upper steering column top fixing bolt
and nut securing the colulnn to the support bracket,
noting the distance tube between the bracket side
flauges.
Release the upper steering columlt lower mounting
bolts and nuts.
Disconnect the flasher switch cables from the multisnap connector attached to the ha¡ness and located

Disconnect

the clock connection at the

snap

connector.
Remove the two cables from the brake fluid warning

light.
Disconnect the two "Lucar" connectors from the
rear of the revolution counter.
Remove the side facia panel.

Remoyal (Right-hand Drive)
Disconnect the positive lead on the battery. lJnscrew

the two chrome bezels securing the speedometer trip

and the time clock control cables to the under
scuttle casings. Remove the under scuttle casings by
unscrewing the drive screws and withdrawing the
casings away from the retaining clips.

Withdraw the headlamp, ignition and fuel warning
lights from the rear of the speedometer.
Disconnect the drive cable from. the rear of the
speedometer.

behind the facia panel. Lower the column and allow
the steering wheel to rest on the driver's seat.
Remove the two thumb screu,s securing the centre
instrument panel to the bcdy and allow the panel to

rest in the horizontal position. Remove the three
slotted setscrews and lockr¡,ashers retaining the side
facia panel to the centre instrument panel support
brackets.

Remove the headlamp dipper switch from the side
facia panel by removing the chrome ring nut securing
the switch to the facia and withdrawing the switch
lever through the panel.
Remove the two nuts and washers at the rear ol the
side facia panel securing the panel to the bracket
attached to the body adjacent to the door hinge post.

Fig.

I

Location oJ the

side

facia panel auachntent points (Right
drite),

hand

Detach the panel.
Release the two setscrews securing the two heater
control inr.rer cables to the coltrol levers and withdraw the cables.
Withdrav,' the trvo instrument illunination bulb
holders front the speedonreter.
Withdraw the two instrument illumination bulb

Release the upper steering column lower mounting
bolts and nuts.

holders from the revolution couuter. Withdraw the
lwo flasher indicator warning light bulb holders frorr
the indicator light unit.

snap connector attached
behind the facia panel,

Remove the upper steering column top fixing bolt
and nut securing the column to the support bracket
noting the distance tube between the bracket side
flanges.

Disconnect the flasher switch cables from the multito the harness and located
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BOÐY
Lower the column and allow the steering wheel to
rest on the driver's seat.
Remove the two thumb scre\4/s securing the centre
instrument panel to the body and allow the panel to
rest in the horizontal position.
Remove the three slotted setscrews and lock washers

that the full movement ol the lever marked "HOT and

retaining the side facia panel to the instrument panel

Right-hand drive

support bracket. Remove the bolt, nut and lvasher
retaining the mixture control bracket to the centre
panel support bracket.
Remove the headlamp dipper switch from the side
facia panel by removing the chrome ring nut securing
the switch to the facia and witl-rdrawing the switch lever
through the panel. Rernove the two nuts and washers
at the rear ol the side facia panel securing the panel
to the bracket attached to the body adjacent to the
door hinge post.
Detach the panel.
Release the setscrew securing the mixture control
inner cable to the control lever and withd¡aw the cable:
remove the mixture control warning light bulb holder
and disconnect the two cables from the warning light

switch. Withdraw the two instrunrent illumination
bulb holders from the speedonreter.

Withdraw the trvo instrument illumination bulb
holders fror¡ the revolution counter and disconnect the
two "Lucar" connectors from the rear ofthe instrument
Withdraw the flasher indicator warning light bulb
holders frorn the indicator light unit.
Disconnect the two cables from the brake fl uid warnin
light.

Disconnect

the clock connection at the

g

COLD" with the water control tap and the

lever

marked "OFF AIR-ON" with the air control flap is
maintained. For full instructions on adjustment see
Section O, "Car Heating and Ventilating Equipment".

Reconnect the mixture control cable ensuring that
the full movement of the control lever and the lever on

the carburetter is maintained.
To adjust the control pass the cable through the boss
on the lever, place the lever in the "COLD" position
and position the lever on the carburetter towards the
rear of the engine. Tighten the setscrew securing the
cable control wire and recheck.
Refit the steering colunrlr and adjust for rake.
Reconnect the flasher indicator switch cables to the
multi-snap connector using the wiring diagram as a
relerence.

GLOVEBOX
Removal

Disconnect the positive lead on the battery. Remove
the under scuttle casing by unscrewittg the drive screws
and witl.rdrawing casing alvay lrom the retaining clips.
Remove the two thumb screws securing the centre
instrument panel to the body and allow the panel to
rest in the horizontal positiolr.

snap

connector.
Rer.nove the side facia panel.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse ol the renroval procedure,
but particuiar attention must be paid to the follorving.
polnts.
When refitting the headlamp dipper switch note that
the terminals r.,'ith the Blue/Yellow and Blue/Green
cables attache<J are uppernrost and ttrat tl.re flat on the
switch stem is registering correctly u,ith the flat in the
rnounting hole.
insert the flasher warning lights into their correct
sockets; that is. with the rvarning light attached to the

blacklwhite cable in the ri-sht-liand indicator bulb
holder and the black/red cable in the left:-hand side.
Left-hand Ðrive
Reconnect the n¡'o heater control cables ensuring
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Fig 2

Locatit¡n oJ thc glorcbor uttochtlrcnl poittts (Right harttl
th it el.

Renrove the grab handle by removing the iwo setol the glovebox, and on
early cars, one scre\v fronr the base ol the screen
screlvs fronr the hidden face

pillar exposed after lilting the draught rubber ar.rd
pulling away the trinr rvelt; on later models remove
one setscrew securing the handle to the bracket located
at the base of the pillar,

BODY
Remove the three slotted setscrews and lock washers
retaining the glovebox to the centre instrument panel
support bracket.
Remove the two nuts and lock washers at the rear
of the glovebox securing the glovebox to the bracket
attached to the body adjacent to the doo¡ hinge post.
On right-hand drive cars disconnect tl.re heater
controls as detailed on page 5. (Side facia, Removal

drive).

the body side panel below the screen pillars.
Withdraw the three flexible demister conduit pipes
from the rubber elbow connections attached to the
bulkhead below the instrument pauel.
Disconnect the two cabies attachecl to the map light.

Remove the

top facia panel conrplete u.'ith

the

dernister nozzles and pipes.

-Left-hand
On left-hand drive cars disconnect mixture control
warning light and switch as detailed on page 5. (Side

Retitting

facia. Removal-Right-hand drive).

lorward edge of the lacia to the screen frame.

Refitting

BONNET

Refìtting is the reverse of the removal procedure,
but particular attention must be paid to maintaining
full novement of the heater control on right-hand

To Open (Early cars)
To open the bonnet insert the "T" handle provided
into the lock and on the right-hand side turn the key
clockwise and on the left-hand side turn the key anti-

drive cars as detailed on page 6 (Side facia. Refitting),

and the mixture control on left-hand drive cars
detailed on page 6 (Side facia. Refitting).

as

TOP FACIA PANEL
Removal

Disconnect tl.re positive lead on the battery.
Remove all under scuttle casirrgs by unscrewing the
drive screws and withdrau,ing casings away from the
retaining clips Rernove central console panel .by

renloving the lo¡.lr large round headed setscrews
attaching console to the bodv brackets. Withdraw
console away fronr facia. lf a radio is fitted to the car,
u,ithdraw control head complete u'ith the console after

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Utilizing the slotted holes in the brackets adjust the

clockwise.

This will release the bonnet which will norv be
retained by the safety catch.
Insert the fingers under the rear edge of the bonnet
and press in the safety catch.
To Open (Later cars)
To open turn the two small levers located on the
right and left-hand door hinge posts anti-clocklvise and

pull to full extent. This ivill release the bonnet which
will now be rctained by the salety catch.
Insert the fìngers undcr the rear edge ol the bonuel
attd ¡rress in the salety catch.

detaching the aerial anci porver cables

Renrove the thuntb scre\\/s securing tlre centre
instruntent panel to the body and allori the panel,to
rest in the horizolltal position. Relrove the trvo -i|"
nuts, lockivashers and plain rr,ashers securing the top
facia panel to the brackets attached to the centre
panel supports. Renrove the two outer fixing nuts and
washers securing the panel to the brackets attached to

frsJt
Fig.3, Location of thc top facia panel ailadtneilt

J)oiltts.

Fig

4

Tht' lxtnnat spting ntechnnistn

piwt points
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BODY

FiS.

5.

The bonnet linge ntountingt

Removal

Disconnect the multi-pin socket from the left-hand

plug one way and therefore it is essential to nrate the
socket correctly with the Pins (Fig. 6).

of the bonnet.
Mark the position of the hinges on the bonnet to

side

facilitate refitting.

Remove the

two self-locking nuts and washers

securing the bonnet hinges to the front sub-frame
mounting pin (Fig. 5).
Remove the two pivot pins and nuts securirtg the
helper spring mechanism to the sub-frame (Fig. 4).
Supporting the bonnet, remove the four setscrews

and washers securing the left-hand hinge

to

the

bonnet (Fig. 5).
Remove the hinge noting the amount and location

ofthe packing pieces between the hinge and the bonnet.
Still supporting the bonnet slide the right-hand
hinge off the mounting pin and remove the bonnet.
Refitting

Refitting is the reve¡se of the removal procedttre.
The multi-pin electrical socket u,ill only fit into the
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Fig.

6.

Localion of the nrulti-pin socket connecliotts

BODY
Adjustment (Early cars)

To ensure locking of the bonnet, adjustment is
pro.rided by means of packing pieces inserted under
the bonnet lock plate attached by two screws to the
body. Remove or add packing pieces until lock pawl
retains bonnet firnrly rvhen locked.
Adjustment (I.ater cars)

To ensure secure lockin-e of the bonnet, adjustment

is provided by nreans ol rubber buffers attached to
the adjustable spigot pins. To adjust bonnet release
spigot pin locknut. tult the pin until the lock pau,l
retains bonnet firntl¡, u,hen locked. Re-tighten the
lockn ut

Accidental Damage
The bonnet is composed of eleven main components
each ol rvhich is replaceable if damaged. The compouents are Iistecl belor¡,:
L Bonnet side panel (Right-hand side).
2. Bonnet side panel (Left-hand side).
3. Bonnet centre panel.
4. Front under panel.
5. Front diaphra-em (Right-hancl side).

6.
7.
8.
9.

Front diapl.rragm (Left-hand

side).
Rear diaphragm (Right-hand side).
Rear diaphragm (Left-hand side).
Valance (Right-hand side).
10. Valance (Left-hand side).
I
Air duct lorver.

l.

MOTIF BAR
Removal

To rerrove the motif bar from the bonnet orifice
remove the t'¡o hexagon headed setscrews securing
the har to the tu,o front bumpers. These setscrews are
accessible lrom the rear ol the bumper extension
pieccs and require the use of a fr" A.F. socket ivrench;
preterablv cl the rachet type.

Fig.

7.

The motif bar fixings.

cover by removing the three fi.ring screws and disconnecting the two attached cables from the snap
connectors in the headlamp nacelle.
Remove the 5 bolts, nuts, plain and lock washers
frorn the bottom flange securing the side panel to the

under panel and the two bolts, nuts, plain and lock
washers securing the side panel to the centre panel.
Remove tl.re four bolts, nuts, plain and lock washers

securing the side panel to the headlamp mounting
diaphragm and the nine bolts, nuts and washers
attaching the side-panel to the centre panel along the
crown line of the side panel.
Remove the five bolts, nuts and washers securing
the side panel to the engine valance panel and the four
bolts, nuts and washers attaching the side panel to the
rear diaphragm.

Straighten the brass tabs of the two chronrium
beading strips, nine clips will be foìrnd on the long
strip and two on the smaller one. Remove the cloqing
plate attaching the side panel to the centre panel at the
rear by withdrawing the four setscrews and washers.
Remove the panel.

Refitting

Refitting is the ret,erse

ol the

removal procedure.

BONNET SIDE PANEL
Removal

Remove the bonnet as detailed on page

8.

Renrove the glass headlamps cover and duct as
detailed on p{ìge .l3. "FRONT Bumper-Removal".
Remove the lrcnt bunrper as detailed on page 13.
Rerrove the side/flasher lamp after detaching the

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Care must be taken during assembly to ensure that
the edge lines of the centre section and the side panel
are flush s,hen bolted together. Failure to maintain
this rvili prevent the chrome strip lronr fitting neatly
to tbe bonnet.
Refit chrome strips as detailed on page 13. After
assenrbiy genelously coat all under wing joints rvith a
good quality sealing compouncl.
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BODY
BONNET CENTRE SECTION

BONNET SÀFETY CATCH

Removal

Remove the bonnet as detailed on page 8.
Remove both glass head lamp covers and ducts

as

detailed on page 13. "Front Bumper-Removal".
Remove both front bumpers as detaìled on page 13.
and motif bar as detailed on page 9.
Remove the radiator stone guard after unscrewing
the eight cross headed drive screws and the two bolts
and nuts securing the guard to the bonnet, withdraw
the guard from the bottom noting the felt sealing strip
at the top edge. From the right-hand side remove the
ten cross headed drive screws and washers attaching

the centre section to the valance and three screws
from the rear diaphragnr. From inside the headlamp
nacelle remove the two bolts and nuts and washers
from the vertical ffange attaching the side panel to the
centre section and the trvo bol'.s, nuts and washers
securing the section to the under panel. Straighten the
brass tabs ol the two chrorrre beading strips and
removç the nine bolts, nuts and washers securing the
centre section to the side panel along the crown liue,
Remove the beading strips and the closing plate
connecting the centre section to the side panel at the
rear after withdrawing the four setscrews and washers.
Repeat the operation to the leflt-hand side.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse ol the rernoval procedure.
Care must be taken during assenrbly to ensure that
the edge lines of the centre sectiou and the side panel
are flush when bolted together. Failure to maintain
this will prevent the chrome strips from fitting neatly

to the

bonnet.

Refit chrome strips as detailed on page 13. When
refitting the radiator stone gLrard ensure that the felt
sealing strip is in good condition. Renew if necessary.
After assembly genero usly coat all under wing
joints with a good quality sealing compound.

AIR VENT

GRTLLE

The chromium plated grille located at the rear of
the centre section of the bonnet can be detached after
removing the two bolts and nuts from the botiom
edge and the two spring steel nut lasteners from the
top fixing pegs.
Utilize the external flats of a ¡6" A.F. tubular
spanner to remove the nut lasteners.
Refitting is the reverse of the renroval procedure.

Page
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Remove the bonnet safety catch by unscrewing the
setscrews and washers. When refitting adjust the
catch utilizing the slotted holes so that the lever will
retain the bonnet when the locks are released, but
will, when pressed, allow the bonnet to be fully opened.

four

THE UNDER PANEL
Removal
Remove the bonnet as detailed on page 8.

Rernove

both headlamp covers and ducts

as

detailed on page 13, under "Front Bumper-Removal".
Remove both front bunrpers as detailed on page 13,
and the motif bar as detailed on page 9.
Remove the radiator stone guard alter unscrelvingthe
eight cross headed drive screws and the two bolts and

nuts securing the guard to the bonnet. Withdraw the
guard frorn the bottom noting the lelt sealing strip at
the top edge.
Frorr the right-hand side ol the bonnet rentove the
bolts, nuts and washers located in the headlanrp
nacelle securing the under panel to the centre sectiotl
and side panel.
Remove the bottom hinge bracket after withdrawing

four setscrelvs and lock washers. Note the quantity
ol spacer shims fitted.
Mark the position of the bonnet spring bracket
for reference when refltting, renlove the spring bracket
after rvithdrawing four setscrews.
Remove the five cross headed drive screlvs retaining
the under panel to tl.re head lamp mounting diaphragtn
and the two cross headed drive screws securing the

nnder panel to the valance.
Repeat the sequence for the left-hand side.
Remove the three cross headed drive screlvs and the

two bolts, nuts and washers attaching the

under

panel to the orifice lower panel.
Remove the lou'er paneì.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
After assembly generously coat all under wing joints
with a good quality seaiing compound.
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Exploded view of the bonnet panels
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BODY
CHROME STRIPS OF{ tsONNET

To gain access to the bumper fixing bolts is
necessary to remove the glass headlamp cover. Remove

it

Removal

The chrome strips along the crown line of the bonnet
are secured with clips.
To remove, release the bolts and nuts retaining the
centre section to the bonnet side panel, Straighten the

prongs of the clips and withdraw the chrome strips.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Re-bend the clips after re-tightening all the under
wing ffange bolts.

After re-assembly generously coat all under wing
joints with a good quality sealing compound.

the six screws holding the cover retaining the ring to
the wing. Remove the ring and rubber seal norv
exposed.

Remove the glass cover. Remove the three setscrews

securing the headlamp duct to the diaphragm panel
and withdraw duct fo¡ward through nacelle. Remove
the setscrew retaining the motif bar to the bumper
(See Motif Bar-Removal) and unscrew the two å'
U.N.F. setscrews, located in the wing nacelle, securing
the bumper to the wing.
Detach the bumper anci beading.
The curved extension attached to the bumper at its
inner end can be removed by withdrawing the two
setscrews.

FR.ONT BUMPER
Refitting

Remoyal,

The front bumper is comprised of two sectiolts
(right and left-hand) linked by the motif bar. Removal
of either section is identical.
:

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
When refitting ensure that the beading is replaced
between the bumper and extension and also between
the bumper and the body.

FRONT BUMPER OVER-RIDERS
Remoyal

Remove the front bumper (See "Front BumperRemoval").
Remove the nut, plain and lock washer securing the
over-rider to the bumper.
Remove the over-rider and beading.

Refitting
lrooBl
Fig.

9.

Renrorirtg the left hand front bunper.

When refitting replace the beading between the
over-rider and bumper. Refitting is the reverse of the
removal procedure.

Page
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BODY
NEAR BUMPERS
Removal

The rear bumper is comprised of two sections
(right-hand and left-hand). Removal varies only in
respect of the components it is necessary to remove to
gain access to the fixing screws.

Right-hand Bumper
Remove the section of the boot floor over the spare
wheel by raising the forward edge until the peg attached
to the floor board clears the spring clip. Slide the floorboard forward and remove.
Remove the spare wheel by unscrewing the centre
frxing nut.

Remove the side trim casing after unscrewing the
three chrome drive screws.
Remove the three bumper retaining setscrews. The
forward screw is located within the wheel arch, the
remaining two being accessible from the boot interior.
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
When refitting ensure that the rubber beading is
replaced, between the bumper and the body.
Left-hand Bumper
Disconnect the positive lead on the battery. Remove

the floor board covering spare wheel, and remove the

spare wheel. Remove the floor board covering the
petrol tank by unscrewing the countersunk screws.
Disconnect the two cables from the petrol tank gauge
unrt.

Remove the cover from the rubber junction block
located in the spare wheel compartment and disconnect

petrol pump cables.
Disconnect the petrol pipe from the petrol tank and
tie up union to boot lid hinge to prevent loss ofpetrol.
Note the two fibre washers. Remove the side trim
casing after unscrewing the three chrome drive screws.
Release the clips and remove the petrol filler hose.
Remove the three setscrews from the petrol tank
mounting and remove the petrol tank.

Remove the three bumper retaining

setscrews.

The forward screw is located within the wheel arch,
the remaining two being accessible from the boot
interìor.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Always ensure that the rubber beading is replaced
between the bumper and

body. When re-connecting

the petrol pipe, note that the two fibre washers are
replaced one to each side of the banjo connection.
Reconnect

the tank unit and the petrol pump,

using wiring diagram as a reference.

REAR BUMPER OVER-RIDERS
Removal

Remove the rear bumper (See "Rear BumperRemoval").
Remove the nut, plain and lock washer securing the
over-rider to the bumper.
Remove the over-rider and beading.

Refitting
When refitting replace the beading between the over-

rider and the bumper. Refitting is the reverse of the
Fig. 10. Removing the right hand rear bttmper
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removal procedure.

BODY
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT LID ÄND HINGES

Luggage Compartment Lock Ädjustment-Open 2-seater

Removal

Slacken the four setscrews securing the luggage
compartment lid striker to the luggage compartment

Raise the luggage cornpartment lid and on the
Fixed head coupe retain in position by lowering the
stay.

The lid on the Open 2-seater is retained in the open
position by the action of helper springs.
Mark the position of the hinges on the lid. Remove
the four setscrews, plain and lock washers and remove
the lid.
Mark the position of the hinges on the body and
remove the four setscrews, nuts and lock washers
securing the hinge to the body.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse

ol the removal

Fig 1l). Move the striker in the elongated
until the lock operates correctly and does not
rattle. Tighten the retaining screws.
lid

(see

holes

Luggage Compartment Lock Adjustment-Fixed Head
Coupe

Slacken the two cross-headed screws

in the lock

striker and the two nuts securing the striker to the
lid.

Move the striker in the elongated holes until the
lock and the safety catch operate correctly and do not
rattle. Tighter¡ the retaining setscrews.
Further adjustment is provided if required by the
four slotted holes in the lock attached to the body panel.

procedure.

fr66-71

Fis. I I

Locatiott of the screws for acljustntent of the luggage
compqrlment

lid ,¡triker

(Open 2-seater)

Fig.

J2.

Location of the rcrews for adjustment of the luggage
comparlment lid striker (Fixed Head Coupe)
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BODY

PETROL FILLER LID
Removal

two setlid and hinge to the

Remove the relurn sp¡ing. Unscrew the
screws and washers securing the

inner wall of the petrol filler cap compartment.
Remove the two setscrews and washers securing the
lid to the hinge.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse ol the removal procedure.
Fic. 13. Sløving lhe atljustntent for the

luggage conpartnrcnt lid
stt'iker bracket (Fixed Head Coupe).

BODY
WINDSCREEN

Removal-Open 2-seater
On Open 2-seater models it is necessary to detach
the windscreen stay from the bracket attached centrally
to the top screen frame by u,ithdrawing the two slotted

N

setscrews.

Remove the two chrome screen pillar cappings from

the screen pillars by extracting the two cross-headed
screws lronr each capping.
Note: The two screvvs have different heads and must
be replaced in the same holes when refitting the
screen.

Remove the screen pillar trim welts by withdrawing
away from the flange on the pillars. The welt is retained in position by spring clips.
Using a No. 35 drill remove the two "pop" rivets
now exposed, retaining the chrome finisher to each
screen pillar. Prise away the finisher from the screen
rubber.
Prise off the chrome finisher from the bottom of the

windscreen rubber. Extract one end of the screen
rubber insert and withdraw completely. Run a suitable
thin bladed tool around the windscreen to break the
seal between the rubber and the windscreen aperture
flange.

A
Fig. 16. The tvo special tools used when reftting the windscreen,

break the seal and gently prise away the frame. Do

not use undue force when removing the frame.

Refitting
Remove the old sealer from the windscreen flange.
Examine the scresn rubber for cuts.
Il the windscreen was not broken by a projectile
the windscreen aperture ffange should be examined
for a bump in the metal. If this is found the bump
should be filed away otherwise the glass may break
agatn.

The rubber should be attached to the windscreen
aperture with the flat side of the rubber towards the
rear.

Fig. 15. Rentoring the tindscreen.

Strike the glass uith the flat of the hand lrom the
inside ol the car. starting in one corner and rvorking
towards the bottom.
Repeat this process around the complete u,indscreen.

Withdrau the

screetl.

Renrove the rvindscreen top frame by inserting a

thin flat bladed tool

betr.l,een the sealer and

the glass to

\.
Fig 17.

Using rhe special rool

('A") Fig.

16,

windscreen rLtbber ot'er the glass

for

Iifring
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BODY

Place the finisher on the rubber over the sealing
strip and with the special tool (A) lip the rubber over
the finisher. Secure the finisher to the screen pillar
with two "Pop" rivets inserted in the original holes.
Refit the chrome screen pillar cappings to the screen
pillars.

It is essential that the flat countersunk screw is
fitted to the inside face of the screen pillar capping and
the raised screw is fitted to the top face.
Failure to ensure this will prevent the hood from
fitting correctly to the screen frame.

special rool ("8") Fig. 16, for inserting the
rubber sealitrg strip in the windscreen sealing rubber

Fig. 18. Using the

Using the special tool (4, Fig. l6) insert the screen
into the rubber along the bottom edge first. DO NOT
fit one end and then try to fit the other. Using the
special tool (8, Fig. l6) insert the rubber sealing strip
with the rounded wide edge to the outside.
Using a pressure gun filled with a sealing compound
and fitted with a copper rrozzle (so that the glass rvill
not be scratched) apply the íozzle of the gun between
the metal body ffange and the rubber. Repeat the
operation between the glass and the rubber. Remove
excess sealing compound with a cloth soaked in white
spirit. DO NOT USE THINNERS as rhis will damage
the paintwork.
Fit the chrome strip on top of the windscreen rubber
and bend to suit contour if necessary. Coat the inside
of the strip with a layer of Bostik 1251 and allow to
become tacky.
Place the chrome strip on tl.re rubber over the sealing
strip and with the special tool (A) lip the rubber over
the chrome finisher.
Refit the windscreen top frame. Always use a new
length of sealing strip and do not apply r.rndue force

when refitting. If difficuity is experienced when
fitting frame lubricate sealing strip and glass with a
liquid soap solution.
Coat the inside face of the screen pillar finisher
with Bostik 1251 and allow to become tacky.
Note: It is only necessary to apply the Bostik to that

Fig'

Ìe'

using a

r"::,,i3,';:l';:,;íi:"lTo::'oouu'

Removal-Fired Head

betveen the

Coupe

Prise off the two screen pillar chrome finishers from
the windscreen rubber and repeat with the upper and
lowerfinishers. Extract one end of the rubber inse¡t and

withdraw completely.

Run a suitable thin bladed tool around the windto break the seal between the rubber and the

screen

windscreen aperture fl ange.
Strike the glass with the flat ol the hand from insrde
the car, starting in one corner and working towards
the bottom.
Repeat this process around the complete windscreen.

Withdrarv the windscreen.
Refitting
Remove the old sealer from the windscreen flange.
The procedure for refitting and re-sealing the glass

portion of the finisher which comes into contact

is similar to the instructions given for the Open

with the screen rubber.

2-seater (page 1 7).
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Fit the upper chrome strip on top of

the windscreen

rubber and bend to suit contour if necessary. Coat
the inside of the strip with Bostik 1251 and allow to
become tacky. Place the chrome strip on the rubber
over the ¡ubber sealing str.ip and with a hook (A,
Fig. 16) lip the rubber over the finisher. Repeat the
operation with the lower chrome strip. Refit the two
screen pillar chrome finishers. Coat the inside of the
finisher with Bostik and lip the rubber over using the
same tool. The screen pillar finishers will overlap the
upper and lower finishers at the two ends.

REAR WINDOW

GL.A,SS

Removal-Fixed Head

Coupe

Prise away the chrome finisher strip from the outside of the rubber.

Extract one end of the rubber insert and withdraw
completely.
Run a suitable thin bladed tool around the glass to
break the seal between the rubber and the glass aperture

t7õõ51
Fig. 20. Removal oJ the rear glass

(fixed Head Coupe)

flange.

Strike the glass with the flat of the hand from
in one corn;r and working

inside the car, starting

towards the bottom.
Repeat this process a¡ound the complete glass.

Withdraw the

DOORS AND HINGES
Removal

Mark the position of the hinges on the door hinge

glass.

pillar.
Remove the eight bolts securing the hinges

Refitting
Remove the old seale¡ from the glass flange.
The procedure for refitting and re-sealing of the
rear glass is similar to the instructions given for fitting
the windscreen (page l7).
Fit the chrome strip on top of the rubber and bend
to suit contour if necessary. Coat the inside of the
strip rxrith Bostik 4251 and allow to become tacky.

to

the

pillar.

Place the strip on the rubber and using tool (A,
Fig. 16) lip the rubber over the finisher.
Removal-Detachable Hard Top

The rear light on the detachable hard top is

from a clear plastic material which will not

n.rade

break
under ordinary circumstances. If however, the rear
light becomes badly scratched it may be renewed by
proceeding as for rvindscreen removal and refitting
on page 17.

Care must be taken when removing the

excess

sealing compound that the rear light is not scratched,
Always use a very soft cloth soaked in white spirit.
DO NOT use thinners.

Fig. 21. Location of the suews securing the door hinges
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To ¡emove the hinges from the door remove the
door trim casings (see "Door Trim Casings").
Remove the four setscre\\'s and lock washers and the
trvo drive scre\\,s attaching the hinges to the door
panel.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.

DOOR TR.INI CASTNGS
Removal

Remove the door handle by inserting a screwdriver
between the handle and the spring cap and press the
cap inwards (see Fig. 22). This will expose the retain-

ing pin which should be tapped out. The handle,
spring Clip and escutcheorl can now be rernoved.

,o77-l

Fig 2-ì Renutrittg the rloor tritn t,u.tittg
f tpt ing clip.s G plest ic cor(r
Refitting

Refrtting is the l-everse of the rerrroval procedule.

DOOR \ryINDO\\' GLÄSS AND FRAIVIE
Remt¡val-Door Windorv

Remove the door trim casing as previously described.
PLr[ off the clear plastic sheet which is stnck to the

Eod
Fig. 22 Location of the interiot rloot lock handle retaiil¡ng litt

Remove the window regtrlator handle lvhich

is

secured in the same \\ay as the door handle.

Remove the top chrome strip from the door casing
b¡r inserting a screudriver under the strip at the door
hinge end and levering strip awa1, lrom its retaining
spring clip. Repeat for tl.re remaining lour spring
clips. Remove the chrome strip. Detach the spring
clips by removing the fir,e drive screw's. Insert a thin
bladed screu'driver betu,een the casing and the door
frame and prise off the casing which is secured by
twenty-one clips.
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Glass

door frame with upholstery solution.
Remove the sir scrervs and uashers retaining the
closing strip to the top of the door frame. Wind the
u'indou' doun until the roller on tlte *'indor.r' regulator
is accessible throu-sh the lower aperture in the door
inner panel, and unscrerv the regulator stop pin
located in the channel, Fig 24
Raise the *'indou until the regulator channel is
above the door parrel Ease the re_sulator slide from
the cl.rannel and q'ithdrar.i' the glass.

Remoyal-Door \\'indorv Frame
Renrove the door r.vindow glass as described preiously. Remove ihe three drive screws securing the

BODY
DOOR WINDOW OUTER SEAL

O

@

rW

Removal

Remove the door casing and glass as described on
page 20.
Remove the five screws and outer seal retaining strip
securing seal to the door panel. Detach outer seal.
Removal of the chromium door finisher-Open 2-Seater

s

ffi

The chromium finisher fitted to the top of the door
panel can be removed after the removal of the outer
seal by extracting the two scre\\/s, located in the front
aud rear faces of the finisher.
Refitting

Refìtting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
troos-l
Fig- 24. Locution oJ the rindotr tcgulutttt slop pin

frarne to the top of the door panel. Note tl.re locatioll
of the spacing shin.rs fitted between the frame and the

door panel.
Remove the two nuts and washers securing the
glass frame to the two brackets located on the door
lower panel.
Withdraw the lrame.
Refitting
The refitting of the door lvindou, glass and franre
the reverse of the removal procedure.

is

WINDOW REGULATOR
Removal

Remove the door casin-e, glass and frame as described on page 20.
Remove the four nuts and lock r¡,ashers securing the
regulator to the door frame.
Renrove the four scre\\1s and jock \\,ashers securing
the u'indow regulator spring to the door frame.
Loll'er the regulator mechanism u,ithin the door
lrame and rvithdra*,through the aperture at the bottom

of

the:

door panel.

Refitting

Refitting is tlle reverse of the remol'al procedure.

Fig,

25.

Location

ol

the nuts and sctews securing

tegulotor to the door panel.

SEATS AND RUNNERS
Removal
Remove the cushions from the front seats. Remove
the four nuts and washers securing each seat pan to

the rulrners and lift off the seat.
If it is required to remove the seat runners slide the

runners rearu'ards and remove the

two

setscrews

securing the front of the runners to the body floor.
Slide the runners forrvard and ¡emove the-two setscrews retaining the rear of the runners to the floor.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
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NO DRAUGHT VENTILATOR (Fixed Head Coupe)
Remoyal

Remove the tuo scre\\'s securing the N.D.V. catch
arm bracket to the bodv. accessible fronr insicle the car.
Open the N.D.V.
Rerrove the five scre\\,s securirrg the N.D.V. light
hinge to tlie lrarne post.

Refitting
Refitting is the reverse

\ì

ol

the rernoval procerlLrre.

t\
Fig 27. Location ol thc scrcr: rt'trrittittg the door lock in position

is accessible through the aperture in the inuer door
panel. The lock is detaclred ft'om the cloor by
renroving tlie four screws (L). To take the lock olrt
of the door it nlust be pressed inwards and downwards
slightly and passed arouncl the window channel which
is irnrnediately behind it.
Removing Outside Push llutton Handle

This is retairled b¡,
Fig 26.

The srte¡'s retuirtirtg the

N.D.V. hinge Inçct sltt¡t,s

111,e

nuts

(M, Fig. -10).

the

calch tetuinirg pirt

REMOVAL AND REPT,ACEMENT OF
LOCK MECHANISM
Remove the door trirn casing as described on page
20.

Ðetaching Remote Control Connecting Link

The lock and renrote control units are joined by a
link which can be detached to enable
either unit to be moted independently.
The link is secured to the dowel (H, Fig. 30) on the
lock lever by a circlip.

connecting

Removing the Lock Unit

First release the spring (1, Fig. 30) holding the
bottonr of the outside handle ertendable link (J) to
the dowel (K) on the lock internlediate lever. This
Page N.22

Fig.

28, Locatiott of thc rcntote cotttrol retaining

screws

BODY
Removing the Renrote Control Unit
Remove the three screws (N, Fig. 30) and take the
relnote control with its connecting link out through the

aperture

in the inner door

circlip. A waved washer is interposed between
lever and link and a plain washer is fitted under

the
the

circlip.

panel.

Aligning the Remote Control Unit
Removing the Striker Uni

it

Do not disturb the three fixing sclews (O) unless
is necessary to make adjustments or fit a new

replacement,

Fitting the Lock Unit
The lock unit is inserted through tl.re aperture in
the inner door panel, passed around the window
channel and lifted slightly until it projecrs through its
cut-out in the door shut face. The four securing
screws (L, Fig. 30) (rvith shakeprool washers) should
then be fitted and tightened.

Move the remote control îowards the lock until the
operating lever is in contact with the lock case as

illustrated and tighten the three securing screws
(N, Fig. 30).
Important: In certain cases it may be necessary to
elongate the four holes in the inner door
panel to achieve this condition.

Fitting the Outside Push Button Handle
The plunger housings on the outside handles are
stamped LH or RH (left hand or right hand). The
appropriate handle should be held in position on the
door panel and the clearance between the push button

plunger (Q, Fig. 30) and the lock contactor (R)
the aperture in the inner cloor
panel. Do not check the clearance by depressing the
checked through

push button as this may be deceptive. The clearance
should be #"
However, before making any adiustnents turn the
operating lever (S) to the unlocked position so that
depression of the push button moves the plunger
through its housing. Only in this position, release the
locknut (T), screw the plunger bolt (Q) in or out as

required and re-tighten the locknut beþre releasing
the push button.
Belore finally fitting the handle attach the extendable

link (J) to the operating lever (S) and retain with

a

circlip.

Fig. 29. Locatiott of the door striker plate securing screws

Locating the Remote Control Unit
The remote control must be fitted in the locked
position. For this reason it is supplied pinned in the
locked position as shown at (P, Fig. 30).
Insert the remote control unit through the aperture
in the inner door panel and position it so that its
spindle and pin (P) project through their respective
holes in the panel.
At this st.age loosely fit the three securing screws
(N) (with shakeproof washers).

The operating lever should then be turned to the
locked position, i.e. until the location holes in the
operating lever and plunger housing are in line. To
r¡aintain the operating lever in this position insert a
short length of f" diameter rod (U) (suitably cranked
for easy removal after assembly) through the locating
holes illustrated. Manoeuvre the rod and the extendable link (J) through the handle aperture so that they
hang down inside the door. then the handle fixing nuts
(M) (with plain and shakeproof washers) can be fitted
and tightened.

Attaching the Remote Control Connecting Link

Connecting Push Button Mechanism to the Lock Nut
Ensure that the remote control cam is pinned (P, Fig.
30) in the locked position. It will be observed that one of
the three holes in the botton of the extendable link (J)

The connectìng link is fitted to the dowel (H, Fig.
30) on the lock operating lever and retained by a

can be aligned with the dowel (K) on the lock intermediate lever. The extendable link is simply pressed
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on, being automatically retained by the spring (I).
Finally withdraw the cranked rod (LI) and the pin
(P).

Fitting and Adjusting Strike Unit
Attach the striker loosely by means of its three
screws (O, Fig. 30) which pass througl.r the door pillar
into an adjustable tapping plate.
Positioning is carried out by a process of trial and
error until the door can be cÌosed easily but without

rattling and no lifting or dropping of the door is
apparelrt. Ensure that the securing screws rre finall1,
tightened.

Important: The stril<e must be retained in the horizontal plane relative to the door axis.
Master Check for Correct Alignment

Fit an inside handle t,erticall)' dowttrarcls on the
remote control spindle. Turn the handle _forn ar d
into the locked position. It rvili automatically retrrrn
to the central position when released. Close the door

rvhile holding the push button ín the Jully depressed
position. The door r¡,ill remain locked although the
push button may be freely depressed.
Insert the key in the slot in the push button and
turn in the appropriate direction. Push button control
rvill then be restored ancl the dôor can be opened.
After turning the key automatically return to the
vertical position when it can be removed.
Important: The key must be removed from the locking
device before closing a door in the locked
posltron.
Lubrication

Before fitting

tlie door casing ensure that

----a
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I
I
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The door lock ntechanisttt.
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any

nroving parts are adequately greased, using a protective
grease such as "Astrolan".
After asscnlbly introduce a few drops of thin machine
oil into the oil hole (V, Fig. 30) provided on top of
each lock case and into the private lock key slots.
These items should be lubricated orlce a month.
Important: Tl.re private lock cylinders mìist not under
any circumstances be lubricated with grease.

BODY AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE
The repair of the stressed steel body of monocoque construction together with the front and rear sub-frame
in some degree depending on the extent of the damage to that of separate body and chassis
construction or integral construction bodies.
Superficial damage can bè affected in a similar manner to that employed on "all steel" bodies, which is familiar
to all body repairers.
assemblies varies

Repairs to rectify extensive damage affecting the front and rear sub-assemblies and also to the body must be carried

out so that when the repair is completed the main mounting points for the engine and front and rear suspension
units are in correct relationship to each other.
Important

It is most important, when accidental damage has been sustained at the front frame, that the appropriate sub-frame
assembly should be replaced. NO ATTEMPT SHOULD BE MADE TO WELD OR BRAZE REPLACEMENT
TUBES INTO THESE ASSEMBLIES NOR SHOULD HEAT IN ANY FORM BE APPLIED IN

AN EFFORT

TO STRAIGHTEN THEM.

CHECKING THE BODY AND FRONT FRÄME
FOR ÄLIGNMENT
Checking for distortion in the horizontal plane
The plan view of the body (see Fig. 1) provides the
important dimensions for checking distortion in the
body and front-frame. These dimensions can be measured actually on the underside of the body or by dropping perpendiculars from the points indicated by
means of a plumb bob onto a clean level floor. If the

latter method is used, the area below each point should
be chalked over and the position at which the plumb
bob touches the floor marked with a pencilled cross.

Checking for distortion in the vertical plane

For checking the body and sub-frames for distortion
in the vertical plane, the side elevation gives the details
of the important dimensions from a datum line
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Body andfront ftante alignntertt d¡agram

BODY AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

KEY TO ALIGNMENT DIAGRAM
Symboì

Measurement taken from

A

Upper hole of top mounting flange
mounting flange on frout sub frame.

Dimension

to lower hole of

lower

l0*"

27'31 cm.

B

Centre line front tube to rear mounting flange front sub frarne

r4+'

35'96 cm.

C

Second frour top hole on engine mounting post to datum line

I

0å'

25'12 cm.

D

Loq'er rear face of front cross r¡ember to front bulkhead lace

?
JJ
12

(21l

90'88 cm.

E

Upper rear face of front cross mentber to frout bulkhead face

3s+'

90'81 cm.

face

a<ll
LJS

63'82 crn.

G

Top hole in outer side lrernber to datum line

7L'

7'94 cm.

H

Top hole in upper outrigger ffange to datum line

I

F

I

Centre line olholes on engine tnounting post to front bulkhead

K

L

M

38'42 cn.

115 il
L-lî

7'46 cm.

il

24'69 cm.

10åÌ'

26'87 cm.

Centre of radius arm ntounting post to front face ol rear wheel
a

J

5å"

pert ure

Centre line of front lolver mounting hole to front face of rear
wheel apertu re
Centre line ol front
mounting hole

Iorve

r rnounting bole to centre li¡re

ol

rear

Centre line of lower ntounting hole to datum line
Cenlre line

ol rear lower mounting

hole

o23

to rear number plate

panel

o7 t

o c4-

20'60 cm.

3tåå"

80'45 cm.

N

Outer face of front sub frame lront tube to centre line of car

16ç-"

43'02 cm.

o

Centre line of radiator mounting hole to centre line of car

8+"

20'95 cm.

P

Centre line of lront lrame front tube io centre line of radiator
nrounting hole

r4

l4'61

t0+"

27'15 cn.

aa1t
LLÊ

58'10 cm

o

Top outer hole of front sub frame upper mounting flange to
centre line of car

R

cm.

Inner hole of outer side member mounting flange to centre line

of car
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KEY TO ALIGNMENT DIAGRAM (continued)

Dimension

Symbol

Measurement taken from

S

Inner hole of top side member mounting flange to centre line of
cat

8å"

2l'9I cn.

Rear mounting flange face of outer side member to front bulkhead face

8"

20'32 cm.

Centre line of hole in front of body underframe side members
to centre line of car

O2Lil
'32

24'84 cm.

v

Outer hole of outrigger mounting bracket to centre line of car

26ã',

67'63 cm.

\il

Centre line of radius arm mounting post to centre line of car

18',

45'72 cm.

X

Centre line of hole in rear of body underframe side members to
centre line of car

e+'

23'18 cm.

t8å"

47'15 cm.

T
U

Y
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Outside face
line of car

of rear

suspension mounting points

to

centre

BODY AND EXHAUST SYSTEM
REPLACEMENT BODY PANELS

Spot Welding

Where the existing panels or melrbers are badly
it is not possible to effect a satisfactory
repair ìn position, tl.re affected panels u,iiI hai,e to be
cut out and replacement panels welded in their place.

This type of welding is used lor the joining of two
or more overlapping panels and consists of passing
electric current of high atnperage through the panels

daura-sed and

It will

frequently be found advantageous

to

use

only' a part of a given panel so that the uelded joint can
be made in a nrore accessible pr'rsiticn. Great care

nlust, ql course. be tnken rrhen cutting the ntating
portions ol the panel to ensLtre that perlect matching
is rrt-rtained.

\n-r ullr,¡setl port¡ons of replacell1et.Ìt pancls shclulcl
it u,ill ohen be found that thev can be
uscd fbr sonte luture repair job.
\\¡here a replitcenrcnt pancl to be fitted fornts piLrt
ol ¿ìn aperture such as lor a door or tlre lugga-ee boot
lid. an undalnagcd door or lid should be tcnrporarily
Iringcd in position and used us a tenrplatc to assist
location rrhile a rcpluccnrcnt panel is clanrpcd and
be retlinecl as

rrclcled irr position.

[]cftrrc' ¿ull d isnran tling takes place aftcr accidental

drrnrqe
cltrricd

l

cllcck ol' thc body

alignnre

nt shoultl be

oLrt.

by means of two copper electrodes.
This results in complete fusion of the metal betw'een
the electrodes forming a "spot" weld which is frequently
repeated along the length ol tl.re panels to be joinetl.
Spot uelds can easily be recognisecl by slight indentation ol the metal.
Lap joints on the outer body panels whicl.r are spot
u'elded together are usLrally tead filled and in this
case it u ill bc ncccssary' to direct the flalne of an ox¡,acetvlene torch on to thc lead so that ttre filling can be
nrelted and rvipe<1 olï by n.reans of a piece ol cloth.
Breaking Spot Welds

Spot rvelds calnot be broken satislactorily other
than by drilling; any attenlpt to separate the panels
by using a chiscl rrill result in the tearing of the metal
in the l'icinity ol the spot rvelds.
Use r'¡l-" (4'7 nrrl.)dianreter drill and careftrlly drill
out each welcl. There is no necessjty to drilt completely

ilthe "spot" is dnlled our of one
ol the ptnels the lveld can be contpletely broken by
through both panels;

THE FRONT FRÄME
The lront lrante ¿rssentbly is labricated lrom square
section steel tLrbing and is bolted to the main body
structU re.

To lar:ilitate repair and reduce the cost of replacenrent in the event of dantage, the fl-ante is a built up
unit consisting ol two triangular side rnenlbers and a

inserting a sharp thin chisel between the two panels
and tapping lightly with a hammer.
Whe re possible, drill the spot rvclds completely oLrt
ol the panel that is to be lelt in position on the body.
This rvill allorv the nerv panel to be joined to the mat-

sub frame fronr the

ing panel on the body by gas u,elding through the
holes in the overlapping flange. (This does not apply
if spot *'elding equiprnent is available).
If this is not possible, and the holes have to be
drilled out in the damaged panel, new holes can be
drilled in the replaceurent panel and the sanle type of

Suspension"). The plan and side elevation views

weld effected.

deep front cross nlenrbe¡.

Disconnect the torsion bars before rentoving the
body. (See Section J "Front

given on page 4 provide all the irrportant dimensions
necessary for checking both the side-members and the

front cross-mentber.

Gas Welding

WELDING NIETHODS

means of,
lor the joining of
overlapping panels or the butt welding of the edges of
two panels.

This type

of welding is carried out by

oxy-acetylene equipnrent and is used

The following are the principal methods of wetding
used in the assembly ol the body and underframe
panels. The instructions given belou,for breaking the
different types of rvelds should be adhered to when
removing a dantaged panel as this will facilitate the

sharp chisel or by cutting throu_eh rvith a hacksau;
rvelding can be removed by grinding with a pointed

assembly of the new panel.

emery wheel.

Breaking Gas Welds

Gas welds may be broken either by nteans

ol

a
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Fig.

2.

Exploded viev of the front frame assentbly
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l Front sub frame assembly
2. Front cross member assembly
3. Right-hand side member assembly
4. Left-hnnd side member assembly
5. Bonnet hinge bracket
6. Nylon bush
7. Torsion bar anchor b¡acket reaction
plate
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Fig.3.

Body panels (Open 2 searcrl

E

D-.

l. Floor assembly
2. Tunnel assembly
3. Shut piltar (right-hand side)
4. Shut pillar (left-hand side)
5. Support panel (right-hand rear quarter)
6. Support panel (left-hand rear quarter)
'7. Wheel arch panel (righr-hand forward)
8. Wheel arch panel (left-hand forward)
9. Wheel arch panel (right-hand rear)
10. Wheel arch panel (left-hand rear)
I l. Valance (behind right-hand wheel arch)
12. V¿lance (behind left-hand wheel arch)
13. Floor panel (rear)
14. Cross rnember (rear floor)
15. Stiffener bracket (sides of rear c¡oss
member)

t6. Top panel (above rear floor)
17. Rear bulkhead panel assembly
I8. Panel assembly (front of spare wheel
compat'tment)

'Þ
0c

(D

7

19. Shield (interior light)
20. Panel (reinforcing tonneau)
21. Gearbox panel (right-hand)
22. Ge¿rbox panel (left hand.¡
23. Rejn[orcement panel (right-hand
pitlar)

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

shut

Closing panel (right-hand shut pillar)
Reìnforcement panel (left-handshut pillar)

Closing panel (left-hand shut pillar)
Reinforcement panel (right-hand sill, rear)
Reinlorcement panel (left-hand sill, rear)
Reinforcement panel (left and right-hand

sill, front)

30. Closing panel (right-hand sill, front)
31. Closing panel (left-hand sill, front)
32. Reinforcement panel (lelt-hand dash)
33. Exterior panel (right-hand dash)
34. Exterior panel (left-hand da-sh)
35. Sill outer panel (right-hand)
16. Sill outer panel (left-hand)

37. Door shell (right-hand)
38. Door shell (teft-hand)
39. Hinge (right-hand)
40. Hinge (left-hand)
41. Check arm (both doors)
42. Rear wing panel (right-hand)
43. Rear wing panel (left-hand)
44. Petrol filler box
45. Tonneau top panel
46. Support panel (tonneau top panel)
47. Tonneau rear panel
48. Top quarter panel (right-hand)
49. Top quarter panel (left-hand)
50. Boot Iid shell
51. Boot lid hinge (right-hand)
52. Boot lid hinge (lefr-hand)
53. Petrol fìller box lid
54. Lower rear panel
55. Filler panel (right-hand stop/tail lamp)
56. Filler panel (left-hand stop/tail lamp)
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Body panels (Fixed head coupe)

¿

õ

l. Floor assembly
2. Tunnel assembly
3. Shut pillar (right-hand side)
4. Shut pillar (lelt-hand side)
_ Support panel (right-hand)
6. Support panel (left-hand)
5.

7. Wheel arch (right-hand inner)
8. Wheel arch (left-hand inner)
9- Wheel arch (right-hand outer)
10. Wheel arch (lefi-hand outer)
I l. rüheel arch (right-hand rear)
12. Wheel arch (left-hand rear)
13. Floor panel (rear)
14. Cross member (rear floor)
15. Stiffener bracket
16. Top panel assembly
17. Rear bulkheád panel assembly
18. Gearbox panel (right-hand)
19. Gearbox panel (left-hand)

20. Reinforcement panel (righfhand
pillar)

shut

21.

Reinforcement panel (left-hand shut pillar)

)t

Closing panel (right-hand shut pillar)

)7

Closing panel (left-hand shut pillar)
Panel (right-hand sill, íear)

25.

Panel (left-hand sill, rear)

Panel (left and right-hand sill, front)
Closing panel (righGhand sill, front)
28. Closing panel (left-hand sill, front)
?o
Panel (left-hand dash)
26.
27.

30.

Exterior panel (right-hand dash side)

31.

Exterior panel (left-hand dash side)

32.

Sill oute¡ panel (righrhand)
Sill outer panel (left-hand)

33.

34. Door shell (right-hand)
35. Door shell (left-hand)
36.
37.

Hinge assembly (right-hand door)
Hinge assembly (left-hand door)

38. Check arm (left and right-hand doors)
39. Rear w.ing panel (right-hand)
40. Rear wing panel (left-hand)
41. Tail panel
42. Gutter (boot lid aperture)
43. Petrol frller box
44. Roofpanel
45. Windscreen header panel
46. Reinforcement rail (rear)
47. Cantrail panel (right-hand)
48. Cantrail panel (left-hand)
49. Bead extension (righGhand cantrail)
50. Bead extension (left-hand cantrail)
51. Support panel (right-hand)
52. Support panel (left-hand)
53. Boot lid shell
54. Upper hinge (boot lid)
55. Lower hinge (boot lid)
56. Petrol flller box lid
5'7. Lower panel

(rear)
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Fig.5. Bonnet panels

E]

F]

I.

Centre section

13.

Nylon Bush

2,

Under panel

14.

Scuttle top panel

3.

Lower air duct

I5.

Windscreen

pillar-right-hand

4.

Side

panel-right hand

16.

Windscreen

pillar-lelt-hand

5.

Side

panel-left hand

l5a. Reinforcement

6.

Valance-right hand

7.

Valancc-left-hand

8.

Front diaphragm-right-hand

9.

Front diaphragm-left-hand

l0I

l.

12.

channel

l6a. Reinforceñent channel

17. Filler panel
18.

Filler panel

19.

Corner panel

20.

Corner panel

21,

Closing panel

Rear diaphragm-left-ha¡d

22.

Closing panel

Bonnet hinge

23.

Stoneguard mounting frame

Rear diapfuagm-right-hand
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EXHAUST SYSTEM
EXHAUST SYSTEM
Removal

down pipe to the exhaust manilolds and withdraw rhe

Release the two clips securing the lnuÍfler boxes to
the rear of the silencer assembly.

dou,n pipes.

Remove the bolt,
nr

nut and washer

securing the

ufflers.

Remove the bolt, nut and \l,asher securing the
nrufflers to the rubber n.ìounting bracket. Withdraw
the muffiers.
Release the tu,o clips securing the silencers to the
two dow'n pipes.
Remove the four bolts, nuts and u,ashers securing
the silencer assembly to the rubber mounting brackets

Collect the sealing rings u'hich are between the
exhaust manifolds and the down pipe.
To remove the rubber mounting brackets securing
the silencers, remove the nuts and washer securing ihe
bracket to the body. To remove the muffier mounting
br¿rcl<et unscrew the two bolts and nuts securing the

brackei to the body attachment.

Collect the rings which are between the exhaust
manifbltls and the down pipes.

attached to the body.
Lor¡,er the silencer assembly and withclrarv lront the

Refitting

down pipes.

pipes

Renrove the

four nuts and r¡,ashers securing each

Fig.

3l

Reneu, the rings wiren refitting the exhaust down
to the manifold.
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.

The attachtnen¡ poinrs Jor tirc exhaus¡ tail pipes
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HEATING &, WINDSCREEN
WASHING EQUIPMENT
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C(E))

TYPE

GRAND TOURING MODELS

INDEX
CAR HEÄTING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM
Page

Air Control

o.3

Temperature Control

o.3

Air Distribution

o.3

Fan Switch

o.3

o6
o6
Heater Water Control Tap

o.6
o.6

o.7
o.7

WINDSCREEN \ryÀSHING EQUIPMENT
o.7
o.7
o.7
o.8
Adjusting the Jets

o.8

Jet Nozzles
Cleaning

Lubrication
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o.8
o.8

HEATING AND WINDSCREEN WASHING EQU¡PMENT
CAR HEATING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM
The car heating and ventilating equipment consists

of a heating element and an electrically driven fan
mounted on the engine side of the bulkhead. Air

from tÌre heàter unit is conducted:

(o)

To a built-in duct fitted with two doors situated
behind the instrutnent panel.

(.b) 'fo vents at the bottom of the windscreen to
provide demisting and defrosting.

The proportion ol air directed to the windscreen or
the interior of the car can be controlled by the position
of the two cloors situated under the duct behind the
instrument panel.

With the heater doors firlly closed the maximum
amount of air will be directed to the rvindscreen for
rapid demisting or defrosting.
With the heater doors firlly open, air rvill be directed

into the car interior and to a lesser degree to

The amount of fresh air can be controlled at the wiil

of the driver and is introduced into the system
operating the

ATR DISTRIBUTION

"Air" control lever and switching

by
on

FA.N SWITCH
The heater fan

the fan.

for the car heating and ventilating

systern considerably ilrcreases the flow

of air through

by a

three-position

the system and is

controlled
switch (marked "Fan").

AIR CONTROL
The air control (marked "OFF-AlR-ON") controls
the amount of fresh air passing through the heater
element; when this control is placed in the ..OFF"
position the supply of air is completely cut off.
Placed in the "ON" position the maximum amount
of air passes through the heater element. By placing
the control in intermediate positions varying amounts
of air may be obtained.

the

windscreen.

Lift the switch to the second position for slorv speed
aud to the third position lor nr¿rximum speed, whichever is required.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

The temperature control (marked "HOT-COLD")
situated on the facia panel operates a valve which
controls the amount of hot water passing through the
heater element; when this control is placed in the

"COLD" position the supply of hot water to

the

element is completely cut off so that the cold air
only can be admitted for ventilating the car in hor

c

rveather.

in the "HOT" position the maximum
amount of hot water passes through the heater
element. By placing the control in intermediate

l-r"e¡

Placed

positions varying degrees

of heat may be obtained.

Fis.

L

atti r cn ia ! i tr'¿ il)nt rol.\
A .4it c¡i¡ttt ol lcver.
B Tetnperattrt't (ontt oI lç,t ¡'1
C Fan sv, ittlt

Hcat ing
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HEATING AND WINDSCREEN WASHING EAUIPMENT
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Ffeater case.

25.

Copper washer.

2.

Side panel.

26.

3.

Spring.

4.

Flap lever.

5.

Air

6.

Mounting bracket.

7.

Seal between heater case and dash.

8

Water radiator for heater.

9.

Felt seal.

release duct.

Hose clips.

Water hose.

49.
50.

27.

Hose clip.

51.

Copper washer.

28.

Water feed pipe.

52. Air

29.
30.

Feed pipe ffange.

-53. Water control tap lever.

Water hose elbow.

54.

Water pump adaptor.

flap control lever.

Control lever support bracket.

12.

Seal on air control flap.

13.

Seal on heater case.

14.

Seal on air control flap.

31. Hose clip.
32. Water control tap.
33. Control tap mounting block.
34. Sealing ring.
35. Feed pipe from water control
36. Feed pipe securing flange.
37. Water hose elbow.
38. Hose clip.

15.

Air

39.

Water hose elbow.

63.

Control lever escr¡tcheon.

t6.

Fan motor.

40.

Hose clip.

64.

Plate.

17.

Fan.

41.

Water return pipe.

Spire nut.

19.

Electrical resistance.

20.

Sealing ring.

21.

Grommet.

22-

Wire mesh.

23.

Wire mesh securing ring.

42. Securing flange.
43. Water hose.
41. Hose clip.
45. Water return pipe.
46. Return pipe mounting clip.
17. Return pipe mounting clip.

65.
66.

Inner control cable trunnions.

18.

14.

Manifold heater pipe ¿tdaptor.

48.

t0.

Seal.

IL

Seal.

release duct seal.

Wâter hose.

tap.

55. Air flap control cable.
56. Conduit for air flap control cable.
57. Water tap control cable.
58. Conduit for water tlrp control cable.
59. Control cable retaining clip.
60. Cable abutment clamp bracket.
61. Abutment clamp.
62. Grommet.

67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
'72

Setscrew.

Abutment clamp.
Heater doors.
Rubber elbow.

Demister hose.
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HEATING AND WINDSCREEN WASHING EAUIPMENT
Operation of the lan is required mainly when the
car is stationary or running at a slow speed' At higher
road speeds it will be found possible to dispense with
the fan as air will be forced through the system due
to the passage of the car through the air'

WARNING
There is the possibitity that. fumes may be drawn
into the car from the atmosphere when travelling in
dense traffic and in such conditions it is advisable to
close the heater air control and switch off the fan.
HEÄTER
Removal
Raise the bonnet and drain the radiator and cylinder

block.
Disconnect the positive battery terminal.
Slacken the two jubilee clips securing the heaterhoses
to the heater body.
Slacken the pinch bolt securing the heater air control flap cable to the lever.
Slacken the pinch bolt securing the conduit casing
to the heater body and remove the cable.
Disconnect the three electrical wires for the fan at
the snap connector.
Rer¡ove the four bolts, plain and serrated washers
securing the heater body to the scuttle.
Remove the two screws securing the heater body
bracket to the sub frame.
Remove the heater.
Fig.

3.

Healer cluct doors.

COLD \ryEATHER
To obtain fresh air heating, demisting and defrosting:
(o) Set fresh air control to DESIRED POSITION'

(b)
(c)
(d)

temperature control to DESf RED POSITION.
Su'itch ON lan at required speed.
OPEN heater doors.
Set

To obtain rapid demisting and defrosting:
(a) Turn fresh air control to FULLY ON.
(h) Set tentperature control to HOT.
(c) Su'itch ON lan-fast Position.
(d) CLOSE heater doors.

HOT \\ EATHER

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse ol the removal procedure.
Ensure that the rubber seal attached to the heater
body outlet to car aperture is in the correct position.

Move the heater flap operating lever on the side
facia pauel into the "ON" position. Move the heater
ffap lever into the fully forward position (A Fig. a¡
and pass the control cable through the two securing
points. Tighten the two pinch bolts securing the
control cable and conduit casing.

HEATER WÄTER CONTROL TÄP
Removal
Slacken the pinch bolt securing the water tap control
lever to the cable.

Slacken the pinch bolt securing the cable conduit

To obtain ventilation and demisting:
(a) sct fresh air control to DESIRED POSITION.
(h) Set tenrperature control to COLD.
(c) Switch ON lan at required speed.
(d) OPEN heater doors,

casing to the water tap.
Slacken the jubilee clip securing the rubber hose to
the water tap.

two bolts and spring washers which
secure the water tap, rubber sealing washer and
Remove the

to the scuttle.
Withdraw the heater tap from the heater pipe.

distance piece
To obtain rapid demisting:

(o) Set fresh air control to FULLY
.bl Set temperature to COLD.
ír) S*itch ON lan-fast Position.
(dl cl-c)sE lreater doors.
Pa.qe O.(r

ON.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Ensure that the sealing rubber isfitted into the machined

HEATING AND WINDSCREEN WASHING EAUIPMENT
of thè water control tap and distance piece.
Move the water control tap operating lever into the
faces

"HOT" open position. Move the lever on the
water control tap fully forward into the "HOT"
position (B Fig.4) and pass the control cable through
the securing points. Tighten the two pinch bolts
securing the control cable and conduit casing.
F,AN MOTOR
Removal

Remove the heater as described on page 0.6.
Remove the three bolts, serrated washers and rubber
seals securing the fan to the heater.
V/ithdraw the fan motor and fan from the heater
body.

Withdraw the small spring clip securing the fao to
fan motor spindle.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Ensure the small fan retaining spring clip is replaced.

FiB.

4.

Setting the heater operating levers.

wINDSCREEN WASHTNG EQUTPMENT
The windscreen washer is electrically operated and
comprises a glass water container mounted in the
engine compartment which is connected to jets at the
base of the windscreen. Vy'ater is delivered to the
jets by an electrically driven pump incorporated in the
water contalner.

The washer should not be used under freezing
conditions as the fine jets of water spread over the
windscreen by the blades

will tend to

freeze up.

In the summer the washer should be used freely to
remove insects before they dry and harden on the
screen.

OPERATION
The windscreen washer should be used in conjunction with the windscreen wipers to remove foreign
matter that settles on the windscreen.
Lift the switch lever (marked "Washer") and release

immediately when the washer should operate at
once and continue to function for approximately
seven seconds. Allow a lapse of time before operating
the switch for a second time.
WARNING

ll the washer does not function immediately check
that there is water in the container.
The motor wrll be dama-ued if the sr.r'itch is held
closed for more than one or tu,o seconds if the rvater
in thc containcr is frozcn.

FILLING.UP
The water should be absolutely CLEAN. If possible
use SOFT water for filling the container, but if this is

not obtainable and hard water has to be

used,

frequent operation and occasional attention to the
nozzle outlet holes will be amply repaid in preventing
the formation of unwelcome deposits.
The correct water level is up to the bottom of the

neck. Do not overfill, or unnecessary
splashing may resuit. Always replace the rubber filler
cover correctly after filling, pressing it fully horne.
container

lr. is not possible to empty the container completely
rvith the pump. Refilling is necessary when the water
level has fallen so that the top of the auxiliary reservoir

Pa-se O.7

HEATING AND vv|NDSCREËN WASHING EQU IPMENT
COLD \ryEÄTHER
To avoid damage by frost, add denatured alcohol

is uncovered. About 30 full operations will be obtained
from one filling.
When using the washer, an indication of the need
to refill the container is given by the behaviour of the
unit. The time taken for the auxiliary reservoir to
refill increases as the water level in the container

(methylated spirits) as follows:
The underside of the rubber f,ller cover will be found
to form a measure. Two measures of denatured
alcohol should be added per container of water.

falls,

USE NO OTHER ADDITIVES V/HATSOEVER.

As soon as the water level has fallen to the top of
the auxiliary reservoir, the amount of water delivered

to the

will

decrease with successive
operations and the time the unit runs will, in proportion, become less.

windscreen

MOTOR
UNIT

ELECTRICAL
CONTACTS

.A.DJUSTING THE JETS

With a screwdrive turn each nozzle in the jet holder
until the jets of water strike the windscreen in the area
swept by the wiper blades. It may be necessary to
adjust the nozzles slightly after a trial on the road due
to the jets of water being deflected by the airstream.

BRASS
CON NECTI NG
TU BE

FI LLER

CAP

CONTAI N ER

PU MP
ASSEM BLY

AUXILIARY
RESERVOIR
PUMP

ROTOR ..

Fig. 6. Adjustirtg the wittdscreen

vasher jets.

JET NOZZLES
lgl5

Fig.

5.

Cleaning
r

To clear a blocked jet nozzle completely

H/indscreen waslter wqîer containet,

If the water level is aìlowed to lall still further, until
it is down to the bottom of the auxiliary reservoir, the
automatic action will cease and water will be delivered
to the windscreen only as long as the switch is operated.
This will continue until the water level has fallen to
the iniet orifices, when the pump will be above the
water level and no water will be available for delivery

to the windscreen.

I)o not continue to operate the switch after the
available water has been used up, otherwise damage
may be caused to the unit.
Refilling the container will restore normal operation
of the unit.
Page O.8

unscrew
the nozzle from the jet holder. Clear the small orifices
with a thin piece of wire or blow out with compressed

air; operate the washer with the nozzle removed.
Allow the water to flush through the jet holder and
then replace Lhe nozzle.

LUBRICATION
Ii after lengthy service, the motor is found to

be

running slowly, unscrew the moulded cover from the
container and apply one or two drops only of thrn
machine oil to the felt pad situated in the gap between
the cover and the motor unit. Do not over-lubricate
or excess oii may find its way into the water container
when the cover is refitted, with consequent smearing of
the windscreen.

Printed ¡n Englcnd by Buckler & Webb Ltd . Church Street. Birnringham
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ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS
BATTERY
The Lucas FRVII/74 battery is of the semi-linkless type, the short cell inte¡-connectors being partially exposed
to enable testing of the individual cells to be car¡ied out with a heavy discharge tester.

DAT.À

Battery type

FRVI

Voltage

t2

Number of plates per cell

ll

l/74

Capacity at 1O-hour ¡ate

55 ampere hours

Capacity at 20-hour ¡ate

60 ampere hours

ROUTINE MÄINTENANCE

REMOVAL

Wipe away any foreign nratter or rnoìsture from the
top ofthe battery, and ensure that the connections and
the fixings are clean and tight.
About once a month, or more frequently in hot

Unscrew the two wing nuts retaining the battery
strap; remove the fixing rods and strap. Disconnect
terminals and lilt out battery from cradle.

weather, examine the level of the electrolyte in the cells.
necessary add distilled water to bring the electrolyte
just level with the separator guards, whjch can be seen
when the vent plugs are removed.
The use of a Lucas battery filler wjll be found helpful
in this topping-up process, as it ensures that the correct

REFITTING
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedurc.
Before refitting the cable connectors, clean the terminals and coat with petroleum jelly.

If

electrolyte level is obtained automatically and also
prevents distilled water from being spilled over the
battery top.
Distilled water should always be used for toppingup. In an eraergency however, clean soft rain water
collected in an earthenware conrainer may be used.

Note: Never use a naked light when examining a
battery, as the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen
gìven off by the battery when on charge, and
to a lesser extent when standing idle, can be
dan
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gerously explosive.

PERSISTENT LO\ry STÁ,TE OF CHÄRGE
First consider the conditions under which the battery
If the battery is subjected to long periods of
discharge without suitable opportunities for recharging,
a low state of charge can be expected. A fault in the
generator or regulator, or neglect ofthe battery during
a period of low or zero mileage may also be responsible
for the trouble.

is used.

Vent Plugs
See

clear.

that the ventilating holes in each vent plug

are

ELECTRICAL

AND INSTRUMENTS

The readings given by each cell should be approximately the same, If one cell differs appreciably from
the others, an internal fault in the cell is indicated.

The appearance of the electrolyte drawn into the
hycirometer when taking a reading gives a useful
indication of the state of the plates. If the electrolyte
is very dirty, or contains small particles in suspension,
it is possible that the plates are in a bad condition.

The specific gravity of the electrolyte varies with
the temperature, therefore, for convenience in comparing specific gravities, this is always corrected to
60'F., which is adopted as a reference temperature.
The method of correction is as follows:-

For every 5'F. below 60'F. deduct .002 from the
to obtain the true specific gravity

observed reading
at 60'F.
Fig. L Lucut ltutter-t'ltlltr.

For every 5"F. above 60"F. add '002 to the observed
reading to obtain the true specific gravity at 60"F.
The temperature must be that indicated by a thermometer actually immersed in the electrolyte, and not
the air temperature.

Level of Electrolyte

The surface of the electrolyte slrould be just level
with the tops of the separators
-{uards. If necessary,
top up with distilled water. Any loss of acid from
spilling or spraying (as opposed to the normal loss of
water by evaporation) should be nrade good by dilute
acid of the same specific gravity as that already in the

Compare the specific gravity of the electrolyte with
the values given in the table and so ascertain the state

of charge of the battery.

lf the battery is in a discharged state, it should be
recharged, either on the vehiclê by a period of daytime running or on the bench from an external supply,
as described under "Recharging From An External
Supply".

cell.

Discharge Test
Cleanliness
See

that the top of the batrery is free from dirt or

moisture which mighr provide

a

discharge path.

Ensure that the battery connections are clean and tight.

Hydrometer Tests
Measure the specific gravity of the acid in each cell
avoid misleading
readings, do not take hydrometer readings inimediately
after topping-up.

in turn with a hycirometer. To

A

heavy discharge tester consists

of a

voltmeter,
2 or 3 volts full scale, across which is connected a shunt
resistance capable of carrying a current of several

hundred amperes. Pointed prongs are provided for
making contact witn the inter-cell connectors.
Press the contacr prongs against the exposeci positive
and negative terminals of each cel[. A good cell will
maintain a reading of 1.2-1.5 vol¡s, depending on
the state of charge, for at least 6 seconds. If, however,
the reading raprdly falLs off. the cell is probably faulty
and a new plate assembly may have to be fitted.
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Home and climates with
shade temperature ordinarily below 80'F (26'ó'C).
Specific gravity of electrolyte (corrected to 60'F)

State

Climates rvith shade temperature frequently over

80'F (26'6'C).

Specific

gravity of electrolyte (corrected to 60'F)

,290

Fully charged

r.270-t

About half discharged

1.190-1'210

r .r

Completely discharged

l.l l0-1.130

I

1.210-1.230

30-l

.

150

'050- I .070

I'8. Ifthe battery
discharges in a shorter time, repeat the "cycle" of
charge and discharge.

RECHARGING FROM ÀN EXTERNAL SUPPLY

by the voltage ofeach cell falling to

lf the battery tests indicate that the battery is merely
discharged, and is otherwise in a good condition, it
should be recharged, either on the vehicle by a period
of daytime running or on the bench from an external
supply.
If the latter, the battery should be chargeci at 5'5
amperes until the specific gravity and voltage show
no inorease over three successive hourly readings'
During the charge the electrolyte must be kept level
with the tops of the separator guards by the addition

PREPARING NEW UNFILLED, UNCHARGED
BATTERTES (MODEL FRV11/74) FOR SERVICE
Preparation of Electrolyte
Batteries should not be filted with acid until required
for initial charging.

of distilled water.
A battery that shows a general falling-off in efficiency
common to all cells, will often respond to the process
known as "cycling". This process consists of fully
charging the battery as described above and then
discharging it by connecting to a ìamp board, or
other load, taking a current of 5 amperes. The battery
should be capable of providing this current for at
least 7 hours before

it is fully discharged, as indicated

Specific Gravify

Electrolyte of the specific gravity required is prepared
by mixing distilled water and concentrated sulphuric
acid, usually of I'835 specific gravity. The mixing
must be carried out either in a lead-lined tank or in a
suitable glass or earthenware vessel. Slowly add the
aci<l to the water. stirring with a glass rod. Never add
the water to the acid, as the resulting chemical reaction
causes violent and dangerous spurting of the concentrated acid. The correct specific gravtty for the filling
acid and approximate proportions of acid and water
are jndicated in the following table:

of Filling Acid

(corrected

to

60'F')

Home and Climates with shade

Climates with shade temperatures

temperature ordinarily below

frequently above 80'F (26'6"C)

8C"F (26.6'C)
t .210

r.270

Add I part by volume of acid
(l'835 S.G.) to 2'8 parts of distilled water to mix this electro-

Add I part by volume ol acid
(l'835 S.G.) to 4 parts of distilled, water to mix this electro-

lyte

lyte

Quantity of electrolyte required per cell
approximately (720 cc.)
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ELECTRICAL
Heat is produced by the mixture of acid and water,
and the electrolyte should be allowed to cool before

taking hydrometer readings-unless a thermometer
is used to measure the actual temperature, and a
correction applied to the reading before pouring the
electrolyte into tlte battery.

AND INSTRUMENTS

If any cell requires adjustment, some of the electrolyte
must be siphoned off and replaced either by distilled
water or by acid of the strength originally used for
filling-in, depending on wherher the specific gravity is
too high or too low. Continue the charge for an hour
or so to ensure adequate mixing of the electrolyte and
again check the specific gravity readings. If necessary,
repeat the adjustment process until the desired reading

Fitling the Battery
The temperature of the acid, battery and filling-in
must not be below 32'F.
Carefully break the seals in the filling holes and fill
each cell to the level of the separator guard with
electrolyte ol' the appropriate specific gravity. Allow
the battery to stand for twelve hours, in order to dissipate the heat gerierated by the chemical action of the
acid on the plates and separators. Restore levels by
adding more acid of the same specific gravity and then
proceed with the initial charge.

is obtained in each cell. Finally, allow the battery to
cool, and siphon off any electrolyte above the tops of
the separator guards.

PREPARING NEW "DRY-CHÁ.RGED''
BATTERTES (MODEL FRVZttlTA) FOR SERVTCE
Filling the Cells
Carelully break the seals in the filling holes and fill
each cell with correct specific gravity acid as shown in
the table on page P.8 to the top of the separator guards

in one operation. The temperatures of the filling
rooll. battery and acid should be maintained at
Initial Charge Rate
Charge at a rate of 3.5 amps until the voltage and
specific gravity readings show no increase over five
successive hourly readings. This may take up

to

g0

hours, depending on the length of time the battery has
been stored before charging.

Keep the current constant by varying the
resistance of the circuit or the generator output.

between 60'F. and 100"F. lf the battery has been
stored in a cool place, it should be allowed to warm
up to roonl lenrperature belore filling.

series

Freshening Charge

Batteries filled in this way are up to 9Oi( charge<l
and capable ol giving a starting discharge one hour
afìer filling. When time permits, however, a short
fieshening charge will ensure that the battery is fully

This charge should not be broken by long rest periods.
If, however, the temperature of any cell rjses above the

charged.

is, 100"F. for batteries
filled with l'270 S.G. acids, 120"F. for those with

rÌot nrore than 4 hours.

permissible maximum (that

l'210 S.G. acid), the charge musr be interrupred until
the temperature has fallen at least I0.F., below that
figure. Throughout the charge, the electrolyte must be

Such a freshening chargc should be 5 amperes for

Duling the charge the electrolyte must be kept
level with the top of the separators by the addition of
distilled water. Check the specific gravity of the
electrolyte at the end of the charge ; if l'270 acid was
used tt'r fill the battery, the specific gravity shoutd now

successive hourly readings, If the charge is continued
beyond that point, top up with distilled water.
At the end of the charge carefully check the specifìc
gravity in each cell to ensure that, when corrected
to
60"F., ir lies within the specified lully_charged limits.

be between l'210 and 1.290;
l'210 and 1.2-30.

if

1.2

l0 acid,

between

lVlaintenance in Service

Alter fitting, a dry-charged battery needs only the
attÈntir)n normally given to all lead-acid type batteries.
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DISTRIBUTOR

the vacuum

REMOYÄL
Spring back the clips and remove the distributor
cap.

Disconnect the low tension wire lrom the distributor'

Disconnect the vacuum pipe by unscrewing the
union nut at the vacuum advance unit.
Remove distributor clamping plate retaining setscrew and withdraw distributor.

advance

unit connection facing

the

cylinder block.
Rotate the rotor arm until the driving dog engages
with the distributor drive shaft.
Rotate the engine until the rotor arm approaches
the No. 6 (front) cylinder segment in the distributor
cap.

Slowly rotate the engine until the ignition timing

on the crankshaft damper is the appropriate
number of degrees before the pointer on the sump.
scale

(See Data).

REFITTING

If the distributor clamping plate pinch bolt has not

been slackened during removal of distributor refitting
will be the reverse of the removal procedure' Enter
the distributor into the cylinder block with the vacuum
advance unit connection facing the cylinder block'

Rotate the rotor arm íhtil the driving dog
with the distributor drive shaft.

engages

If the distributor clamping plate pinch bolt has been
slackened during removal of distributor it will be
necessary to reset the ignition timing as follows:Ignition Timing
Set the micrometer adjustment in the centre of the
scale.

Connect the low tension wire to the terminal on the

distributor bodY.
Enter the distributor into the cylinder block with

12 volt test lamp with one lead to the
distribuTor terminal (or the CB terminal of the ignition
coil) and the other to a good earth.

Connect

a

Slowly rotate the distributor body until the points
are just breaking, that is, when the lamp lights up'
Tighten the distributor plate pinch bolt'
A maximum ol six clicks on the vernier adjustment
from this setting, to either advance or retard. is allowed'

ROUTINE MATNTENANCE
Distributor Contact Breaker Points
Every 2,500 miles (500 miles with new contact set)
check the gap between the contact points with feeler
gauges when the points are fully opened by one of
the cams on the distributor shaft' A combined
screwdriver and feeler gauge is provided in the tool
kit.

I

Ã
Ú

<f,-

CONTACT
BREAKER

ueven

SLOTTED
ADJUSTER
SCREWS SECURING

FIXED CONTACT PLATE
INJECT OìL HERE TO LUBRICATE
TIMING CONTROI

CEI.JTRI FUGAL

Ignitíon timing scale on tankshafl damper
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Fig.

3.

Checking point gap and ltrhricalion poinls

ELECTRICAL
.014'-.016'('36-'41 mm.).
If the gap is incorrect, slacken the two screws
securing the fixed contact plate and turn the
eccentric-headed adjustment screw in its slot until
the required gap is obtained. Tighten the securing
The correct gap is

screws and recheck the

gap. (Fig,

AND INSTRUMENTS

Centrifugal Tirning Control

Inject a few drops of thin machine oil through

a

convenient aperture in the contact breake¡ base plate.

3).

Cleaning

Clean the moulded cover inside and outside with a

Lubrication-Every 2,500 miles
Remove the moulded cover and withdraw the rotor
arm. A tight rotor arm can be withdrawn by using a
suitable pair of levers carefully apptied at opposite

points below the rotor moulding-never against the
metal electrode.

Important: Do not allow oil or grease on or near the
contacts when carrying out the following

lubrication.
Cam Bearing

To lubricate the cam bearing, inject a few drops of

thin machine oil into the rotor arm

spindle (Fig. 3).

Do not remove or slacken the screw located inside the

spindle-a

space

is provided beneath the screwhead

to allow the lubricant to reach the cam bearing.

soft dry cloth, Pay particular attention to

spaces

between the terminals. Check that the small carbon
brush inside the moulding can move freely in its holder.

Whilst the rotor arm is removed, examine the contact breaker. Rough, burned or blackened contacts
can be cleaned with ûne carborundum stone or emery

cloth. After

cleaning remove any grease
dust with a petrol moistened cloth.

or metallic

Contact cleaning rs facilitated by removing the lever
to which the moving contact is attached. To do this,
remove the nut, insulating piece and elect¡ical connections from the post to which the contact breaker

spring is anchored. The contact breaker lever can
then be lifted offthe pivot post and the spring from the
anchor post.

After cleaning and trimming the contacts, smear the

pivot post (Fig. 3) with Ragosine Molybdenised

Cam

Lightly smear the faces of the cam (Fig. 3) with
Mobilgrease No. 2 or with clean engine oil.

Non-creep Oil or with Mobilgrease No.2. Re.assemble
the contact breaker and check the setting.

Refit the rotor arm, carefully locating its moulded
projection in the spindle keyway and pushing'it on

DATA

far

as

as

it will

go.

Reût the moulded cover and spring the two side
Ignition Distributor Type

DMBZ.6A

8

to I Compression Ratio

406t7A

9

to I Compression Ratio

40617A

Cam dwell angle

Contact breaker gap

35"

clips into position.

+2"

IGNITION TIMING

0'014'-4.016'
(0'3G-0.41 mm.)

Contact breaker spring
tension (Measured at
free contact)

18-24

8

to I

Compression

Ratio |

9

to I

Compression

Ratio !

9" BTDC

ozs.

(512-682 gms.)

l0'

BTDC
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SERYICING

Dismantling

When dismantling, note carefully the position rn
which the various components are fitted in otder to
simplify their re-assembly.

Bearing Replacement

sCREWS sECURINC
ADJUSTABLE PLATE

ROtO

The ball bearing at the upper end of the shank can
be removed with a shouldered mandrel locating on
the inner journal of the bearing.

When fitting

a new ball

bearing, the shouldered

mandrel must locate on both inner and outer journals
of the bearing.

MOV I NC
CONTACT

The bearing bush at the lower end of the shank can
be driven out with a suitable punch.

CONÍACI PLATE

F

A bearing bush may be prepared for fitting by allowing it to stand completely immersed in medium viscosity (S'.A.E. 30-40) engine oil for at least 24 hours.
In cases of extreme urgency, this period of soaking
may be shortened by heating the oil to 100"C. for 2
hours and then allowing to cool before removing the

IXED

"Oã
SfAF_ SHAPID

SPRIM
JUMP RING
AUIOMAIIC ÏIMINC
CONT ROL

bush.

The bush is pressed into the shank with a shouldered
mandrel. The mandrel should be hardened and polished
and approximately 0.0005' greater in diameter than
the distributor shaft. To prevent subsequent withdrawal of the bush with the mandrel, a stripping
washer should be fitted between the shoulder of the
mandrel and the bush.

VACUUM

CONTROL

Under no circumstances should the bush be overbored by reamering or by any other means, since this
will impair the porosity and therefore the lubricating
quality of the bush.
FiS.

Re'assembly
,

.

When re-assembling, Ragosine molybdenised nonoil or (failing this) clean engine oil, should be

creep

on the shalt and, more lightly, on the contact
breaker bearing plate.

. smeared
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Exploded view of disrribulor'
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IGNTTION DISTRIBUTOR TEST DATA
VACI.JUM TIMING
ADVANCE TESTS

CENTRIFUCAL TIMING ADVANCE TESTS

Mount dist¡ibutor in centrifugal

The distributor must be run
immediately below the
speed at which the centri-

test rig and set to spark

at

advance

zßro degrees at

100 r.p.m.

fugal advance begins to
function to obviate the
possibility of an incor¡ect
reading being registered.
Vacuum in inches of
mercury and advance

Accele¡ate to-RPM
and note advance in

in degrees

544løts

Auto advance weights Lucas number

Decelerate to-RPM
and note advance in
degrees

544twt6

410033/5.

One inch of mercury

:

0.0345 kgicmz
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FLASHER UNITS
The flasher unit is housed in a cylindrical container
plugged into a base block which is a part of the majn
wiring harness, and is attached to the bulkhead behind
rhe facia on the driver's side.

The electrical contact is made by means of three
blades, extending from the base of the unit. These
blades are offset to prevent any possibility of a wrong
connection being made.

The automatic operation of the flasher lamps is
controlled by means of a switch, contained in the
flasher unit, being operated automatically by the
alternative heating and cooling of an actuating wire;
also incorporated is a small relay to flash the indicato¡
warning lights when the system is functioning correctly,
Failure of either of these lights to flash will indicate a

fault.

In the event of

trouble occurring the following
procedure should be followed:(Ð Check bulbs for broken filaments.
(ii) Refer to the wiring diagram and check all
fl asher circuit connections.
(iii) Switch on the ignition and check with a voltmeter that flasher unit terminal 'B' is at 12
volts, with respect to earth.
(iv) Connect together flasher unit terminals 'B' and
'L' and operate the direction indicator switch.
If the flasher lamps now light the flasher unit

(v)

5.

Showing posirion of .fiasher unit behirul facia panel.

is defective and must be replaced.
If after the above checks the bulb stjll does not

light a fault is indicated in the flasher

switch

which is best checked by substitution.
Note: It is important that only bulbs of the correct
wattage rating (that is, 2l watts) are used in the
flasher lamps.

Page
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Fla,¡her unit circuit diagrant.
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FUSE UNITS
Four Model 4 FJ fuse units, each carrying two live
glass cartridge type fuses and two spares, are incorporated in the electrical system and are.located behind
the instrument panel.
Access to the fuses is obtained by removing the two
instrument panel retaining screws (top left-hand and
top right-hand corners).
The instrument panel will then hinge downwards

exposing the fuses and the fuse indicator panel. The
circuits controlled by individual fùses are shown on the
indicator panel and it is essential that the blown fuse
is replaced by one of the correct value.
Only one end of the spare fuses is visible and they
are retained in position by a small spring clip. Always
replace the spare fuse as soon as possible.

LIVE

AUXILIARY
TERM INAL

FUSE

@@@
o@@_s4s

Fig. 7.

The instrutnent panel, the two arrows indicate the securing
sc re t?s.

LIVE

SPARE

FUSE

FUSES

Fig.

8.

The Model 4J fuse unit.
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GENERATOR-MODEL C42
(Fitted to later " E " Type models)
generator, inlet and outlet holes being provided in the
end brackets of the unit.

REMOVAL
Disconnect the cables from the two terminals at the
rear of the dynamo noting that they are of different

The output of the generator is controlled by the
regulator unit and is dependent on the state of charge
of the battery and the loading of the electrical equipment in use. When the battery is in a low state of
charge, the generator gives a high output, whereas if
the battery is fully charged, the generator gives only
sufficient output to keep the battery in good condition
without any possibility of over-charging. An increase
in output is given to balance the current taken by
lamps and other accessories when in use.

sizes.

Remove the nut and bolt securing the adjusting
link to the dynamo.
Remove the two nuts and bolts securing the dynamo

to the mounting bracket when the

dynamo can be

lifted out.
Remove the dynamo belt.

REFITTING
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
When the dynamo belt has been refitted move the
dynamo to a position where it is possible to depress the
belt about +' (12 mm.) midway between the water

2. ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
(a) Lubrication

Every 5,000 miles, inject a few drops of high
quality viscosity (S.A.E. 30) engine oil into the

pump and dynamo pulleYs.

I.

hole marked "OIL" at the end of the C.E.
bracket bearing housin

GE'I\ERAL
The generator

(b)

is a shunt-wound, two-pole, twobrush machine, arranged to work in conjunction with
Lucas fegulator unit model RB340. A fan, integral
with the driving pulley, draws cooling air through the

ÀRMATUFT

OUTruT

TERMIML

FIEþ

roÁ€

@rL5

O

FIELO
CON

5H^FÌ

g.

fnspection of Brushgear
Every 24,000 miles the generator should be
removed from the engine and the brushgear
checked as detailed in paragraph 4c.

FÊLf

FETAINING

StAF]
KEÌ

CUP

NEdIN

i
I
I

I

lRD

IUCIT

IFUSHÉ

I

T

I

FELI

F€LI RINC

rcROUs

ÂING

RETAINER

BRON ZE

FIBRE
IHRUsl

]BNOUCH
BOLTs

auSx

Fig.
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Exploded view of Model C42 generator.
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ELECTRICAL

(c)

Belt Ä,djustment

AND INSTRUMENTS

It is sufficient to run the generator up to a speed
of 1,000 r.p.m.

Occasionally inspect the generator driving belt
and, if necessary, adjust to take up any undue
slackness by turning the generator on its mounting. Care should be taken to avoid overtightening the belt, the tension needed being
just enough to drive without slipping. See that
the machine is properly aligned, otherwise undue
strain will be thrown on the generator bearings.

If

the voltage does not rise rapidly and without

fluctuation the unit must be dismantled

(see

Paragraph 4b) for internal examination.
Excessive sparking at the commutator in the
above test indicates a defective armature which
should be replaced.

NOTE

: If a radio

suppression capacitor is

fitted between the output terminal
and earth, disconnect this capacitor

3.

PERFORMANCE DATA
Cutting-in

Speed

and re-test the generator before dismantling. If a reading js now given on

1,250 r.p.m. (max.)

the voltmeter, the capacitor is defective
and must be replaced.

at 13'0

lf the generator
remove the link

generator volts.

Maximum Output

is in good order,

from between the
terminals and restore the original

30 amps at 2,200 r.p.m.
(max.) at I3 .5 generator

connections.

volts.

Field

Resistance

(b) To Dismantle

4'5 ohms.

i.

4.

ii
iii

SERVICING

(a)

Testing in position to Locate Fault in Charging
Circuit
In the event of a fault in the charging circuit,
adopt the following procedure to locate the

tv

Inspect the driving belt and adjust

The driving end bracket, which on removal
from the yoke has withdrawn with it the armature and armature shaft ball bearing, need not
be separated from the shaft unless the bearing
is suspected and requires examination, or the
armature is tô be replaced; in this 'event the
armature should be removed from the end
bracket by means of a hand press, having first

if necessary

(see Paragraph 2c).

ii.

Check the connections on the commutator end

bracket. The larger connector carries the main
generator output, the smaller connector the
field current.

iii.

Pull off the connectors from the terminal blades

removed the shaft key.

of the generator and connect the two terminal
blades with a short length of wire.

iv.

Start the engine and set to run at normal idling
speed.

v. Clip the negative

lead of a moving coil type

voltmeter, calibrated 0-20 volts,

to

generator terminal and the positive lead
good e:rrthing point on the yoke.

vi,

(c)

Brushgear (Checking with yoke removed)

i.

Lift the brushes up into the brush
secure them

one

to

a

ll.

Gradually increase the engine speed, when the

Iil

voltmeter reading should rise rapidly and
without fluctuation. Do not allow the voltmeter ¡eading to reach 20 volts and do not race
the engìne in an attempt to increase tl.re voltage.

Withdraw the commutator end bracket from
the yoke.
Lift the driving end bracket and armature from
the yoke. Take care not to lose the fibre thrust
washer or collar from the commutator end of
the shaft.

cause of the trouble.

i.

Take off the driving pulley.
Unscrew and withdraw the two through bolts.

boxes and

in that position by positioning the

brush spring at the side of the brush.
Fit the commutator end bracket over the commutator and release the brushes.
Hold back each of the brush springs and move
the brush by pulling gently on its flexible connector. If the movement is sluggish, remove
the brush from its holder and ease the sides by
lightly polishing on a smooth file. Always refit
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brushes

in their original positions. lf

the

brushes are badly worn, new brushes must be
fitted and bedded to the commutator. The

minimum permissible length

iv.

[" it

SEGMENTS

IN5

U

LATOR

of brush is {".

Test the brush spring tension utilizing a spring
balance. The tension needed to just lilt the
spring from contact with the brush with a new
spring and a new brush is 33 ozs. but with a

brush worn ro

INSULATOR

may reduce

to ]6 ozs.

Both pressures should be measured. Renew any
brush spring when the tension falls below these
values.

RIGHT WAY
Fig. l t.

(e)

WRONG WAY

Slun'ing the torrecl ond intorret't *'a-t' rtI rrrulerctrttirtg
t lrc (onuttu tolot' i n.çttlttl ion.

Arntature

Indication of an open-circuited annatu¡e winding will be given by burnt commutator segments.

(d)

If

armature testing facilities are not available,
an armature can be checked by substitution.
To separate the armature shaft lrom the drive

Commutator

A commutator in good condition will
and free from pits or burned spots.

be smooth

end bracket, press the shaft out of the drive end
bracket bearing.
When fitting the ltew arnlature, support the

Clean the commutator with a petrol-moistened

cloth. If this is ineffective carefully polish with
a strip of fine glass paper whiie rotating the

inner journal of the ball bearing, using a mild
steel tube of suitable diarneter, whilst pressing

armature. To rcrnedy a badly worn commutator, first rough turn the commutator and then
undercut the insulator between the segments
to a depth of +". Finally, take a light skim

the armature shalt firmly home (see also
paragraph 4li).

(î)

with a very sharp (preferably ciiamond-tiplred)
tool. If a non-diamond tipped tool is used lor
rnachining, the comr¡utator should be lightly
polished with a very fine glass paper. Emery
cloth must not be used on the comrrrutator.
Finally clearr away any dust.

Field Coils
Measure the resistance of the field coils, without
removitrg them from the generator yoke, by
l-neans of an ohrn lreter connected between the
field terrlinal ancl the yoke. Field resistance is
4'5 ohms.
Il an ohm ¡neter is not available, connect a l2
volt d.c. strpply between the field terminal and

generator yoke with atl ammeter in series.
The ammetet reading should be approximately
2'7 an-rperes. Zero reading on the alrlreter or

an "Infinity" ohm meter indicates an open
cilcuit in the field winding.
If the current reading is much nlore than 2'7
amperes, or the ohm meter reading mr-rch below

4'5 ohms, it is an indication that the insulation
of one of the field coils has brokelt down.

In either event, unless a substitute generator is
available, the field coils must be replaced. To
do this, carry out the procedure outlined below:

i.

Drill out the rivet securing the field coil te¡minal
assembly to tlre yoke and remove the insulating

Fig. )0, Underctttting rlre contnutaîot'
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insulatiott,

sleeve from the terminal block to protect it
from the heat of soldering. Unsolcler the ternrinal blade and earthing eyelet.

ELECTRICAL
ll

Ilt

lv

Remove the insulation prece which is provided

(g)

to prevent the junction of the field coils from
contacting with the yoke.
Mark the yoke and pole shoes so that the latter
can be refitted in their original positions.

AND INSTRUMENTS

Bearings
Bearings which are worn to such an extent that

they will allow side movement of thc armature
shaft must be replaced,
To replace the bearing bush in a commutator
end bracket, proceed as follows:-

Unscrew the two pole shoe retaining screws by
means ol a wheel-operated screwdriver.

t.

il

Remove the old bearing bush from the end
bracket. The bearing can be withdrawn with a
suitable extractor or by screwinC a &" tap into
the bush for a few turns and pulling out the
bush with the tap. Screw the tap squarely ìnto
the bush to avoid damage to the bracket.
Wìthdraw and clean the felt retainer and felr
rrng.

ln

Insert the felt ring and lelt ring retainer in tlic
bearing housing, then press the new bearing
bush into tlre end bracket, using a self-extracting tool as jllustrated, the fitting pin or mandrel
portion being of 0'5924' diameter and highly

polished. To withdraw the pin after pressing

.f
Fi¿1,

12.

inuncrreo ( .o ra, )
B S F. THRÊÂO

-.-/

SQUARED ENO

Ti,r{lrtcning Ilrc ytle.shoa rctaining st'rc*,.s.
EXTRACTING NI'T

v.

Draw the pole shoes and coils out
and lilt off the coils.

ol the yoke

vi. Fit the new fìeld coils over the pole shoes and
place them in position inside the yoke. Take
care to ensure that the taping of the field cojls

is not trapped betrveen the pole shoes and the
yoke.

vii.

Locate the pole shoes and field coils by lightly
tightening the fixing screws.

viii. Fully tighten the screws

by means of the wheel-

(5e24')

operated screwdriver.

ix.

Solder the original [erminal blade and earthing
eyelet to the appropriate coil ends.

trk-"*

x, Refit the insulating
xi.

sleeve and re-rivet the
terminal assembly to the yoke.
Refit the insulation piece behind the junction
of the two coils.

FiS.

13,

Method of

litting

the porous bronzc hush
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ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS
and open the rivets by means

the bush fully home, turn the nut against the
sleeve while gripping the squared encl of the

secure the plate

of a punch

to

rigidly in position.

fitting pin.
Porous bronze bushes must not be opened out
after fitting, or the porosity of the bush may be
impaired.

(h) To Re.assemble
i.

Note: Before fitting the new bearing bush, it should
be allowed to stand for 24 hours completely
immersed in a good grade S.A.E. 30 engine oil;
this will allow the pores of the bush to be filled
with lubricant.
The ball bearing at the driving end is replaced
as

follows:-

i. Drill out the rivets

which secure the bearing

a tube, approximately 4" long {'
thick and internal diameter å'. Do not use the
drive end bracket as a support for the bearing
whilst fitting an armature.
ported by

Fit the yoke to the drive end bracket.
llt

iii.

Press the bearing

Fit the fibre thrust washer on the shaft. Fit the
commutator end bracket to the yoke, so that
the dowel on the bracket Iocates with the groove
on the yoke. Take care not to trap the brush
connector pigtails. Insert a thin screwdriver
through the ventilator apertures adjacent to the
brush boxes and carefully lever up the spring
arms until the bushes locate correctly on the

out of the end

bracket.
Remove and clean the corrugated washer and
felt ring.

Before fitting the replacement bearing, see that
and pack it with high melting point

it is clean

grease such as Energrease RBB3.

iv.

Place the felt ring and corrugated washer in the
bearing housing in the end bracket.

v.

Locate the bearing in the housing and press it

commutator.

Refit the two through bolts, pulley spacer and
shalt key.

home.

vi. Fit the bearing

retaining plate. Insert the new
rivets from the pulley side of the encl bracket

BEARING
RETAIN ING
PLATE

Fie.
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Lift the brushes up into the brush boxes and
secure them in that position by positioning each
brush spring at the side of its brush.

retaining plate to the end bracket and remove
the plate.

ii.

Fit the drive end bracket to the armature shaft.
The inner journal of the bearing must be sup-

vl

reassembly, lubricate the commutator
end bearing (see Paragraph 2a).

After

CORRUGATEO

WASHER

14.

Explodetl viex'ol drive anci bearing

ELECTRICAL
G EN

ERATOR
(

-

AND INSTRUMENTS

MODEL C.45 PVS.ó

Fitted to early "E" Type models)

REMOVAL
Disconnect the cables from, the two terminals at the
rear of the dynamo noting that they are of different

Minimum permissible brush length is *1". Brush
spring tesion 28 ozs. with new brush, 20 ozs. with brush
worn to

#".

sizes,

Remove the nut and bolt securing the adjusting link

to the dynamo.
Remove the two nuts and bolts securing the dynamo

to the mounting

bracket when the dynamo can be

lifted out.
Remove the dynamo belt.

REFITTING
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
When the dynamo belt has been refitted, move the
dynamo to a position where it is possible to depress
the belt about j" (12 mm.) midway between water
pump and dynanro pulleys.

While the generator has different dimensions and
performance from Model C42 previously described, its
construction is sinlilar, and the same servicing procedure applied in general. The essential differences
between the two geuerators

(i)
(ii)

Performance.

Brushgear inspection.
end bearing.

thr ltntlt spring lension.

COMMUTATOR END BEARING

A

ball bearing is fìtted at the commutator end of

The bearing is secured to the shaft by a thrust screw
and can be withdrawn with an extractor after the screw
has been renroved.

PERFORMANCE

at

13.0

generator volts.

Maximum Output

25 amperes at 2,050 (max.)
r.p.m. at I3.5 generator
volts.

Field

ó'0 ohms.

Resistance

Te,stittg

the armature shaft. Details are shown in the illustration.

(iii) Commutator

1,300 (max.) r.p.m.

Fig, 15.

When replacing a delective bearing see that the new
bearing is clean and packed with high melting point
grease. lt nrust be presse<.1 home against the shoulder
on the shalt and securecl with the thrust screw.

BRUSHGEAR INSPECTION
IHRUST

The yoke is provided with "windows" and a band
cover. The instructions given lor model C42 under
paragraph 4c (i-iii) need not. therefore. be followed in
order to gain access to the brushes for inspection and
spring testing-it being only necessary to slacken a
single clamping screw and reieasc the band cover.

SCREW

Fig l(t. Slntvittg

rlte end plate renuved.
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HORNS

It is important to keep the horn mounting bolts
tight and to maintain rigid the mountings of any units
fitted near the horns. Electrical connections and cables
should be checked occasionally and rectified as
required.

REMOVAL
Remove the six screws securing the headlìght rim,

remove the

rim, rubber seal and headlight

glass.

Remove the three screws securing the headlìght duct

to the

diaphragm panel and withdraw the duct
forwards through the headlight glass aperture. The
horn may now be seen through the aperture. Remove
the two securing nuts and bolts, remove the cover
from the horn by unscrewing the central screw and
detach the wires. The horn may llow be withdrawn.
ADJUSTMENT
Adjustment is effected after removal of the domed
cover by means of the fixed contact screw.

0-20 frrst grade moving coil ammeter in
with horn. Release contact locknut and adjust
contact until horn will pass 13-15 amperes at l2 voits.
Connect a

series

Retighten locknut and check.

Refit domed cover.
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Fig.

17.

The

lnrn arljurlrrtenl

screw

ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS
LAMPS
LIGHT BULBS

LAMP

LUCAS
BULB

VOLTS

WATTS

APPLICATION

NUMBER
Head

(Yellow)

4 6

l2

60140

4 7

12

60140

4 0

12

4 I

12

4s140
4s140

lealed beam u
989

l2

6

Front and Rear Flashin6
Indicators

382

12

2l

Rear/Brake

380

t2

2tl6

382

t2
t2

2t

989
989

t2

6

987

t2

22

28t

l2

2

Map Light

France

U.S.A. and Canada

t-

Side

Interior Lights

Home and R.H, Drive Export
L.H. Drive Export
European Continental

6

Open 2 Seater'
Fixed Head Coupe

Instrument Illumination
Headlanrp Warning

Light
Ignition Warning Light
Fuel Level Warning

Light
Handbrake/Brake Fluid
Warnrng Light

Mixture Control
Warning Light
Switch Indicator Strip
Flashing Indicator
Warning Light
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ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENÏS
Headlamp Setting

HEADLAMPS

The headlamps comprise two Lucas light

units

with pre-focus double-fi larnent bulbs (excepting U. S.4..
export models, which are provided with an adaptor
to accept American Sealed Beam Units) front rims alld
dust excluding rubber rings.

oí light and its position on the
position is a function of lensing
dipped
in
the
kerbside
Since the spread

and bulb design, special light units and bulbs are fitted
to suit lighting regulations of the country in which a
car is used. Special care should therelore be taken
when replacing a bulb to sce that the correct replacement is fitted.
Bulb Replacement

The headlamps should be set so that when the car
is carrying its nonnal load the driving beams are
projected parallel with each other and parallel with
the ground (see Fig.19).
When setting remove glass cover retaining ring
rubber seal and glass cover. Cover one lamp whilst
adjusting the other.
The setting of the beams are adjusted by the two
slotted screws, one being located at the bottom centre
and the othet' oue at centre right-hand side. The
bottom screw is for vertical adjustment, the side screw
being lor l.rorizontal. Alter adjustment replace glass
cover and retaining ring with rubber seal'

Remove the six screws holding glass headlanrp
cover retaining ring to wing. Remove ring and rubber
ring now exposed. Remove glass cover.
Relea,se the three cross-headed screws retaining
headiamp glass and reflector unit rim and renlove rinr
by turning in an anti-clockwise direction.
Note: lt is not necessary to rclt.Ìove screws completel¡'.
Light unit can now be witlrdrawn.
Remove ptug with attached cables lroltr urlit.
Release bulb retaining spring clips and withdraw bulb.

Replace

with bulb of correct type. When

re-

assembling note that a groove in the bulb plate rnust

register with a raised portion on the bulb retainer.
Replace spring clips and refit light unit assembly'
Refit retaining ring by turning in a clockwise clirection and tighten the threc cross-headed screws.
Note: Do not turn the two slotted screws or the
setting

olthe hcadlanrp ivilI

be tlpset.

Refit glass cover and retaining ring with rubber

Fig.
seal.

Fi¡.. /,!.
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19. Adiuslnent of

he"ant

the screw

'A' úil altet

the headlantp

in the iertical plane; adiustntent of the screw'B' tvill alter

Headlantp hulh rcntoval

the beam in the horizonlal Plane.

ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS

AREA OF CONCENTRATED
LIGHT

HEIGHT OF

LAMP

CENTRES

FROM GROUND

(A)

FRONT OF VEHICLE TO BE SQUARE WITH SCREEN

(B)

VEHICLE TO BE LOADED AND STANDING

(C)

RECOMMENDED DISTANCE FOR SETTING IS AT LEAST 25FT.

(D)

FOR EASE OF SETTING ONE HEADLAMP SHOULD BE COVERED
ll ?4s I

FiS.

20.

ON LEVEL GROUND

Headlamp beant setting.

Sidelamp Bulb--Replacement

Remove the three screws retaining the lamp glass
and remove glass. The sidelamp bulb is the inner one
of the two exposed and is removed by pressing inwards
and turning anti-clockwise.

Fig.

21.

Sidelamp hulb removal.

Front Flasher Bulb-Replacement
Proceed as for the sidelamp bulb. The flasher bulb
is the outer one ol the two exposed.

Fig.

22.

Front fiasher bulb removal.
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Rear/Brake Bulb-Replacement

Remove the two screws retaining the lamp glass
and remove glass. The rear/brake bulb is the inner
one of the two bulbs exposed and is removed by
pressing inwards and turning anti-clockwjse. When
fitting a replacement bulb note that the pins are offset.

Number Plate Lamp Bulb-Replacement
Remove the fixing screw retaining

rim and

lamp

glass and detach glass rim and gasket. Remove bulb
by pressing inwards and turning anti-clockwise.

ñ€-5l

Fig.

Fig.

23.

Rearlbrake hulb removal,

25.

Number plate latnp hulb removal'

Interior-Luggage Lamp Bulb-Replacement
The interior-luggage lamp bulb is retained in a
holder accessible when the boot lid is raised. To
remove bulb from its holder press inwards and turn
anti-clockwise.

Rear Flasher Bulb-Replacement
Proceed as for rear/brake bulb. The flasher bulb is
the outer one of the two exposed.

Fig.
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24.

Rear Jlasher bulb remot,al

Reverse Lamp Bulb

-Replacement
Remove the two screws retaining the lamp glass
and detach the glass and gasket. Remove the bulb by
pressing and rotaring in an anti-clockwise direction.

Fis.

26,

Ret,erse lamp bulb removal.

ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS

RB 3¡O CURRENT-VOLTAGE
REGULATOR
(Fitted to early " E " type models to control
generator C45 PV-ó)

(a) CHECKING CONTINUITY

BETWEEN

BATTERY AND CONTROL BOX
If the generator ¿nd battery are in order, disconnect
the cables from control box terminal blades .B' and
connect them to the negative terminal of a good
quality 0-20 moving coil voltmeter.
Connect the positive terminal of the voltmeter to
an earthing point on the chassis. If the meter registers
battery voltage, i.e. 12 volts, the wiring is in order and
the control box settings should be checked.

If

there is no reading, re-connect the cables to
terminal blades 'B' and examine the wir.ing between
battery, ammeter, and control box for defective
cables or loose connections.

(b)

VOLTAGE REGULATOR .{DJUSTMENT
The regulator is carefully set during manufacture

CURRENT AOJ USTMENT SCREW

and,

in general, it

should not be necessary to make
if the battery fails to
keep in a charged condition or ifthe generator output
does not fall when the battery is fully charged, the

further adjustment. However,

setting should be checked and,

if

necessary, corrected.

It is important to check before altering the regulator setting that the low state of charge of the battery
is not due to a defective battery or to slipping of the
generator belt. Only a good quality MOVING COIL
VOLTMETER (0-20 volts) must be used when checking the regulator. The open circuit setting can be
checked without removing the cover from the control
box.

Disconnect the cables from the control box terminal

blades

'B'

and

join fhe ignition and battery

feeds

together using a suitable "jumper lead".

VOLT^GE AOJUÍMEMT SCREW

VOLTAGE

CUT-OUT

REGULATOR

RELAY

CUT-IN AOJ UsTMENI SCREW

IT CROCODILE CL IP
HERE WH€N SETTINQ

cn

CU R RENT
REGU LATOR

FIXED

coNTAcf eosr (srneroxrEN To RarsE DRop-oFF voLTAGE. Boìv
REOUCE DROP-OFF VOI-TTC:)

Fig.

27. The RB.3l0 control box showing

the position

three spring loaded adjusting screws.

of

the
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Connect the voltmeter to control box terminal 'D'
and a good earthing point.

The regulator should be at ambient temperature,
i.e. as measured in its immediate vicinity, and acljustment should be completed within thirty seconds,
otberwise heating of the shunt coil by the energising
current may cause false settings to be made'
Run the engine up until the generator speed reaches
3,000 r.p.m. (2,000 engine r.p.m.) when the open
circuit voltage reading should lie within the following

limits:Ämbient
Temperature

10'c. (50'F.)
20"c. (68'F.)
30"c. (86"F.)
40"c. (104"F.)

(d)

CLEANTNG REGULATOR CONTACTS
After long periods of service it may be found necessary to clean the contacts of the voltage and current
regulators. These may be cleaned with silicon carbide
paper, frne carborundum stone or fine emery cloth. All
traces of metal dust or other foreign matter must be
removed with methylated spirits (denatured alcohol).

(e) CUT-OUT ADJUSTMENT
If the regulator is correctly set but the battery is
still not being charged, the cut-out may be out of

Open Circuit
Voltage Setting

adjustment.

i.

15.1-15 '7

t4.9-15.5
t4'7-15.3
14.5-15'l

Method of Setting Cut-in Voltage
Partially withdraw the Lucar cable connector from
control box terminal blade 'D'.
Connect a first-grade 0-20 volt moving coil
voltmeter between the exposed portion of terminal
blade 'D' and a good earthing point, taking care
not to short-circuit terminal'D' to the base.

If the 'voltmeter reading is outside the specifled
limits rotate the voltage regulator adjusting screw,
which is adjacent to the 'D' terminal, clockwise, to

Start the engine and slowly increase the speed, while

raise the setting or anti-clockwise to reduce the setting.
Check the setting by switching off the engine, restart-

observing the voltmeter pointer. The voltage
should rise steadily and then drop slightly at the
instant of contact closure. The cut-in voltage is

ing and then raising the generator speed to 3,000
r.p.m. (2,000 engine r.p.m.) and make any final

that which is indicated immediately before the
pointer drops back. It should lie between the
Iimits 12.7-13'3 volts.

adjustment.

(c)

CURRENT REGULÁ.TOR ÄDJUSTMENT
When setting the current regulator on the vehicle,
the generator must be made to develop its full rated
output, regardless of the state of charge of the battery
at the time of setting. The voltage regulator must
therefore be rendered inoperative. To do this, the
voltage regulator contact should be short-circuited

Note: Should the instan! of contact closure

approximately equal, switch on the headlamps in order to depress the battery
voltage. Repeat the rising voltage check,
when a definite drop should be observed as

with a crocodile or bulldog clip placed between the
insulated frxed contact bracket and

the

Disconnect the cables from terminal blades 'B' and,
using a suitable "jumper lead" connect a 0--40 first
grade moving coil ammeter between these cables and
terminal blades 'B'.
Start the engine and run the generato¡ at about
4,000 r.p.m. (2,700 engine r,p.m.) when the ammeter
should read 24-26 amperes. If the ammeter is outside
the specified limit rotate the current adjusting screw,
which is the centre of the three, clockwise to raise the
setting or anti-clockwise to reduce the setting. Check
the setting by switching off the engine, restarting and
then raising the generator speed to 4,000 r.p.m.
(2,7(Ð r.p.m.) and make any final adjustment.
Restore the original connections.
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contacts close.

voltage

regulator frame.

be

indeterminate and difficult to ascertain, due
to the cut-in and battery voltages being

If the cut-in voltage occurs outside the above limits,
an adjustment must be made by rotating the cut-out
adjusting screw, which is adjacent to the 'B' terminal
blades, a fraction at a time clockwise to raise the setting or anti-clockwise to reduce the setting. Test
after each adjustment by increasing the engine speed
and note the voltmeter reading at the instant of contact closure. Electrical settings of the cut-out, like the
voltage regulator, must be effected as quickly as possible
because of temperature rise effects.

ii.

Method of Setting Drop-off Voltage

Withdraw the cables from control box terminal
'B' and (to provide a battery feed to the

blades

ELECTRICAL
ignition coil) connect them together with a suitable
'Jumper lead".

Connect

a

first-grade

blade must be adjusted by altering the height of
the fixed contact,

To do this, carefully straighten the legs of the
fixed contact post to raise the drop-off voltage or
bow them to reduce it. Repeat the test and, if
necessary, re-adjust until the armature releases at
the specified voltage.

0-20 volt moving coil

voltmeter between one of the terminal blades 'B'
and a good earthing point.

Start the engine and run

it up to above cut-in

speed.

Slowly decelerate and observe the voltmeter
pointer.

of the contacts, indicated by the voltmeter pointer dropping to zero, should occur
between the limits 9.5-l l'0 volts. If it does not,
the spr:ing lorce exerted by the moving contact
Opening

AND INSTRUMENTS

(f)

CLEANTNG CUT-OUT CONTACTS
After long periods of service it may be found necessary to clean the cut-out contacts. These may be
cleaned with fine glass paper. All traces of metal dusÈ

or other foreign matter must be removed with

methylated spirits (denatured alcohol).

B

ADJUSTMENT

F

"wË

D
E

SETTING

TOOL

tr.
CUT-OUT
CURRENT

I

R. CONTACTS

Rl

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Fig.

28. The R8.340

control box shott,ing tlrc ptsitìott of the

three cam adjilsÍeß.
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RB. 340 CURRENT-VOLTAGE

(Fitted to later " Et'

(a) CHECKING CONTINUITY

REG U LATOR
type models to control generator model C42)

BETWEEN

(d)

CLEANING REGULATOR CONTACTS
Instructions as given for model RB.3l0.

BATTERY ÄND CONTROI, BOX
Instructions as giveu for model RB.3l0.

(b)

VOLTAGE REGULÀTOR ADJUSTLENT

Instructions as given for model RB.3l0 except for
actual setting procedure and voltage limits which are

follows:-

as

Using a suitable tool, turn the voltage adjustrnent
carn until the correct setting is obtained-turning .the

(e)

CUT-OUT ADJUSTIVIENT
lnslructions as given for model RB.3l0 except

follows:-

i.

Nlethod of Setting Cut-in Voltage

Open Circuit

Temperature
l0'c, (50"F.)

Voltage Setting
I5

'6

20"c. (68'F.)

r

.4

30'c. (86"F.)
40'c. (l04"F.)

14.6-15.2
14.4-15 .0

(c)

'0-15
4'8-15

Cut-in Voltage Setting 12'6-13'4 volts'

ii.

Method of Setting Drop-off Voltage
between the limits 9'25-11 '25 volts.
To do this, carefully bend the fixed contact bracket'
Closing the gap will raise the drop-off voltage'
Opening the gap will reduce the drop-off voltage'

CURRENT REGULATOR ADJUSTMENT

Instructions as given for model RB.3l0 except for
actual setting procedure and current limits, which are
as

a

suitable tool, turn the cut-out relay
adjustment cam until the correct setting is obtained
the tool clockwise to raise the setting or
-turning
anti-clockwise to Iower it.

Using

tool clockwise to raise the setting or anti-clockwise to
lorver it.
Ambient

as

follows:-

(f)

CLEA,NING CUT-OUT CONTACTS
After tong periods of service it may be found

neces-

Using a suitable tool, turn the current adjustment
cam until the correct setting is obtained-turning the
tool clockwise to raise the setting or anti-clockwise

sary to clean the cut-out contacts. These may be cleaned
with fine glass paper. All traces of metal dust or other

to lower.
Current Regulator Setting 30+l+ amperes.

spirits (denatured alcohol).

foreign matter must be removed with methylated

FIELD

RESISTOR

GENERATOR

SWAMP
RESI STOR

rt¡
a------- ------ - ----l
I

Fig,
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The circuit tliagrant o.f the R8.340 control

hor'
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STARTER MOTOR
REMOYAL

2.

Detach tl.re eartli lead from the battery. Disconnect
the cable from the terminal at the end of the starter

The only maintenance normally required by the
starting motor is the occasional checking of brushgear and commutâtor. About every 10,000 miles,
remove the metal band cover. Check that the brushes
move freely in their holders by holding back the brush
springs and pulling gently on the flexible connectors.
lf a brush is inclined to stick, remove it from its holder
and clean its sides with a petrol moistened cloth. Be
careful to replace brushes in their original positions

motor.
Release the clips and detach the two rubber hose
pipes from the brake servo vacuuln situated on the
bulkhead above the starter motor (Note hose pipe
connections for later fitting).
Remove the four nuts and washers retaining vacuum
tank to bulkhead and remove tank.
Remove the two nuts from the rear ends of the
starter motor securing bolts. Support starter motor
from below by hand and withdraw both bolts.
Withdraw starter motor through chassis frame.

REFITTING
Refitting is the reverse of the removal proceclure.
Care must be taken when reconnecting to ensure that
the vacuum tank hoses are fitted to the correct unions,
Refer to Section L "Brakes" before making connections.

I.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

in order to retain "bedding". Brushes which have
worn so that they will not "bed" properly on the
commutator or have worn less than 1|" in lengtþ

must be renewed.

The commutator should be clean, free from oil or
dirt and should have a pohshed appearance. If it is
dirty, clean it by pressing a fine dry cloth against it
while the starter is turned by hand by Tneans of a
spanner applied to the squared extension of the shaft.
Access to the squared shaft is gained hy removing the
thimble-shaped metal cover. If the commutator is
very dirty moisten the cloth with pelrol.

GENERAL

The electric starting motor is a four-pole, fourbrush machine having an extended shaft which carries
the engine engagement gear, q starter drive as it is

more usually named. The diameter of the yoke

4r'.

is

The starting motor is of similar construction to the
generator except that heavier copper wire is used in
the construction of the armature and field coils. The

field coils are series parallel connected between the
field terminal and the insulated pair of brushes.

Fì9.

30.

Showing the internal connc(tions of the starter motor.
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3.

PERFORMANCE DATA

Model

M45G

Lock Torque

22 lbs/ft. with 430-450 amperes at 7'8-7'4 volts

Torque at 1,000 r.P.m.

8.3 lbs/ft. with 200-220 amperes at l0'2-9'8 volts'

Light running current

45 amperes at 5,800-6,800 r.P.m.

when the starter switch is operated, check
continuity from battery to

4. SERVICING
(a) TESTING IN POSITION

the circuit for

starting motor via the starter switch. and

examine the connections at these units.

Check that the battery is fully charged and terminals
are clean and tight. Recharge if necessary.
(i) Switch on the lamps and operate the starter
control. If the lights go dim, but the starter
motor is not heard to operate. an indication
is given that the current is flowing through the
starting motor windings but that the armature
is not rotating for some reason; possibly the
pinion is meshing permanently with the geared
ring on the flylvheel. In this case the starting
motor must be removed from the engine for
examìnation,
(ii) Should the lamps retain their lull brilliance

NUTS THROUGH
WASHERS BOLT

TERMINAL

&

examination.

(iii) Sluggish or slow action of the starting motor
is usually due to a loose connection causing a
high resistance in the motor
described above.
(

rv)

circuit. Check

to the drive.

COVTR

TERMINAL

EAND

POST

BEARING
BUSH

\

.J_
ùt__CI

BRUSHES

Fis. 31. E.rplotled view of the starler tnotor'
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as

oPerate, but does not
crank the engine, indication is given of damage

If the motor is heard to

\

BEARING BRUSH
BUSH SPRING

lf the

supply voltage is found to be applied to the
starting motor when the switch is operated, an
internal fault in the motor is indicated and the
unit must be removed from the engine for

ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS

(b)

BENCH TESTING AND EXAMINATION OF
BRUSHGEAR ÄND COMMUTATOR
(Ð Remove the starting motor from the engine,

(iv)

as described on page P.31.

(ii)

After removing the starting motor from the
engine secure the body in a vice and test by
connecting it with heavy gauge cables to a
battery of the appropriate voltage. One cable
must be connected to the starter terminal and
the other held against the body or end bracket.
Under these light load conditions, the starter
should run at a very high speed (see paragraph
3) without excessive noise and without excessive sparking at the commutator.

(iii) If the operation of the starting motor is unsatisfactory, remove the cover band and
examine the brushes and commutator. Hold
back each of the brush springs and move the
brush by pulling gently on its flexible connector.
If the movement is sluggish, remove the brush
from its holder and ease the sides by lightly

file. Always replace
in their original positions. If the

polishing on a smooth
brushes

If the commutator is blackened or dirty, clean
it by holding a petrol-moistened cloth against
it while the armature is rotated.
Re-test the starter as described under

(ii). If

the operation is still unsatisfactory, the unit
can be dismantled for detailed inspection and
testing as

follows:-

(c) TO DISMANTLE
(i) Remove the cover band, hold back the brush
(ii)

springs and lift the brushes from their holders.
Remove the nuts from the terminal post which
protrudes from the commutator end bracket.

(iii) Unscrew the two through bolts from

the

commutator end bracket. Remove the commutator end bracket from the yoke.

(iv) Remove the driving end bracket complete
with armature and drive from the starting
motor yoke. If lt is necessary to remove the
armature from the driving end bracket, it can
be done by means of a hand press alter the
drive has been dismantled.

brushes are worn so that they will not bear on
the commutator, or if the brush flexible is
exposed on the running face, they must be

replaced (see paragraph 4d).
Check the tension of the brush springs with a
spring scale. The correct tension is 30--40 ozs.
New springs should be fitted iF the tension is
Iow.
SPR I NG

Fig. 33.

Testing the brush spring tension.

gRUSH
SPRINC

Fig.

32.

Checking the brush gear.
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(d)

REPLACEMENT OF BRUSHES

If the brushes are worn to less than
they must be replaced.

f

in length,

Two of the brushes are connected to terminal eyelets
attached to the brush boxes on the commutator end
bracket and two are connected to the field coils.

The flexible connectors must be removed by unsoldering and the connectors of the new brushes

engine is running and causing the armature to be
rotated at an excessive speed. A damaged armature
must always be replaced-no attempts should be made
to machine the armature core or to true a distorted
armature shaft.

(e) FIELD

(i)

(ii)

COILS

Test the field coils for continuity by connecting
a lZ-vol¡ test lamp between the starting motor
tenninal and to each field brush in turn.

Lighting of the lamp does not necessarily
mean tlìat the field coils are in order, as it is
possible that one of theln may be earthed to a
pole-shoe or io the yoke. This may be checked
with a 11O-volt test lamp, the test leads being
connected between the starting motor terminal
and a clean part of the yoke. lf the lamp

lights, detèctive insulation of the field coils
or ol the terminal post is indicated. ln this
event, see that the insulating band is in position
Fig. 31

The ct¡nttnttlalor end

ùackel

brtt.çlt conneclitttts.

secured in their place by soldering. The new brushes
are preformed so that the bedding to the commutator
is unnecessary.

(e)

A commutator in good condition will be smooth and
free from pits and burned spots. Clean the commutator with a petrol-moistened cloth. If this is ineffective, carefully polish with a strip of fine glass paper,
while rotating the armature. To remedy a badly worn
commutator, dismantle the starter drive and remove
the armature from the end bracket. Now mount the
armature in a lathe, rotate at a high speed and take a
light cut with a very sharp tool. Do not remove any
more metal than is necessary. Finaliy polish with very
fine glass paper.

(f)

segments

ARMATURE

Examination of the armature may reveal the cause
of failure, e.g., conductors lifted from the commutator

due

to the
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are shown to be open-circuited or earthed and
the point of contact cannot be readily located
and rectified, either the complete starting
motor or the field coils must be replaced. If
the field coils are to be replaced, follow the

procedure outlined below, using

COMMUTATOR

The insulators between the commutator
MUST NOT BE UNDERCUT.

and examine the field coils and terminal
connections for any obvious point of contact
with the yoke. lf lrom the above tests the coils

starter motor being engaged while the

a wheel-

operated screwdriver.
Remove the insulation piece wich is provided

to

prevent the intercoil connectors from

contacting with the yoke.

Mark the yoke and pole shoes so that the

latter can be refitted ii their original positions.
Unscrew the four pole shoe retaining screws

with the wheel-operated screwdriver.
Draw the pole shoes and coils out of the yoke
and lift off the coils. Fit the new field coils
over the pole shoes and place them in position
inside the yoke.
Take care to ensure that the taping ofthe field
coils is not trapped between the pole shoes
and the yoke.
Locate the pole shoes and fleld coils by lightly
tightening the fixing screw. Fully tighten the
screws with the wheel-operated screwdriver.
Replace the insulation piece between the field
coil connections and the yoke.

ELECTRICAL

(h)

AND INSTRUMENTS

BEARTNGS

Bearings which are worn to such an extent that they

will allow excessive side-play of the armatu¡e shaft
must be replaced. To replace the bearing bushes
proceed as follows:-

(Ð
(iÐ

Press the bearing bush out of the end bracket.

Press

the new bearing bush into the

end'

bracket using a shouldered, highly polished
mandrel of the same diameter as the shaft
which is to fit in the bearing. Porous bronze
bushes must not be opened out after fitting, or
the porosity of the bush may be impaired.

Note:

Before fitting a new porous bronze bearilg
bush it must be completely immersed for 24
hours in clean thin engine oil.

CI) REASSEMBLY
The re-assembly of the starting motor is a reversal

of the dismantling procedure.

Fig,

35.

Method of f'trting bush.

STARTER DRIVE
I.

GENER,AL

The pinion is mounted on a threaded sleeve which
is ca¡ried on splines on the armature shaft, the sleeve
being arranged so that

it

can move along the shaft
against a compression spring so as to reduce the shook
loading at the moment engagement takes place,
When the st¿rter switch is operated, the shaft and
screwed sleeve rotate, and owing to the inertia of the

pinion the screwed sleeve turns inside the pinion
causing the latter to move along the sleeve into engage-

ment with the flywheel ring. The starter will then turn

the engine.

As soon as the engine fires and commences to run
under its own power, the flywheel will be driven faster

by the engine than by the starter. This will cause the
pinion to be screwed back along the sleeve and so
thrown out of mesh with the flywheel teeth. In this
manner the drive safeguards the starter against damage
due to being driven at high speeds by the engine.

A pinion restraining spring is fitted over the starter
shaft to prevent the pinion being vibrated into contact
with the flywheel when the engine is running.

2.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE

If any difrculty is experienced with the starting
motor not meshing correctly with the flywheel, it may
be that the drive requires cleaning. The pinion should
move freely on the screwed sleeve; if there is any dirt
Page P.35
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or other foreign matter on the sleeve it must be washed

off with paraffin.

In the

event

of the pinion becoming jammed in

mesh with the flywheel, it can usually be freed by
turning the starter motor armature by means of a
spanner applied to the shaft extension at the commu-

tator end.
This is accessible by removing the cap which is

a

push ût.

3.

DISMANTLING AND REA,SSEMBLY
Having removed the armature as described in the
section dealing with starting motors the drive can be
dismantled as follows

:-

Remove the split pin (A) from the shaft nut (B) at
the end of the starter drive. Hold the squared starter
shaft extension at the commutator end by means of
a spanner and unscrew shaft nut (B). Lift off the main
spring (C), washer (D), screwed sleeve with pinion (E),
collar (F), pinion restraining spring (G) and restraining
spring sleeve (H).
Note: If either the screwed sleeve or piruon are worn
or damaged they must be replaced as a pair,

not separately.
The reassembiy of the drive is a reversal of the dismantling procedure.
RESTRAINING

RESTRAINING
SPRING SLEEVÉ

Fig. 36. Shox,ing tll(

stor

ler drive a.ssettthlrl

Fig.

37.

COLLAR

SLEEVE
AIID PINION

SCREWED

MAIN

SHAFT NUT

WASHER

Exploded vic¡+'o/ llrc ¡larl¿r

tlritc

SPI
PI

ussettiltl-t

\^/INDSCREEN WIPER
The windscreen wiper assembly consists of a twospeed motor coupled by connecting rods to three
wiper spindle bearings. A control cable is attached to
the centre spindle bearing mechanism for adjustment

of the parking switch. The knurled adjusting knob
attached to the cable is accessible in the engine compartment on the bulkhead.
Turning this control will raise or lower the parking
limits of wiper arms.

REMOYAL OF WIPER MOTOR
Disconnect the battery earth cable.

Disconnect the ball joint from the throttle control
shaft at the pivot bracket and remove bracket by
unscrewing the two setscrews.
Release snap connector cLip from bulkhead and
disconnect cables. Lower the instrument panel after

removing the two retaining scre\rys in the top right
hand and left hand corners and disconnect the ball
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Fig. 38.

The windscreen wiper parking adjuster suew.

ELECTRICAL AND I NSTRU
Joint fi om the central windscreen wiper spindle housing.
Remove the four setscrews retaining the windscreen

wiper motor to bulkhead and withdraw the motor
complete with the attached link rod.

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.

Note: It is essential when reûtting that the length
of the link rod is not altered. Any alteration
in the length of this rod will place the windscreen wiper arms out of phase with each
other. If both spindle housings are removed
care must be taken to ensure when refitting
that the spindle with the longer crank is
fitted to the driver's side.

Refitting is the ¡everse of the removal procedure,

Note: It is essential when refitting that the length
of the link rod is not altered. Any alïeration
in the length of this rod will place the windscreen wiper arms out of phase with each
When refitting the throttle control pivot
bearing bracket, care must be taken that the
control rod is central in its bearing, Adjustment is provided by means of the two
slotted holes in the bracket.
REMOVAL OF WINDSCREEN WIPER SPINDLE
HOUSINGS

The following instructions apply to

right-hand
drive cars; instructions for left-hand drive models are
identical with the exception of the side facia panels
which are in this case reversed (i.e.) the instrument
facia panel being in each case on the driver's side.

REMOVAL (Right-hand or Left-hand Housings)
Disconnect battery.

Wjthdralv wiper arms from spindles.
Lower the centre instrument panel after removing
the two retaining screws in the top right hand and
top left hand corners.
Remove side facia panel (see page P,45) for the
removal of right hand spindle housing or remove glove
box (see page P,44) for removal of left hand spindle
housrng.

Disconnect the ball joint fiom the wiper spindle
crank. From outside the car unscrew the large nut

ENTS

REF"ITTING

REFITTING

other.

M

CENTRE HOUSING
Disconnect battery.

Withdraw wiþer arm from spindle.
Lower the centre instrument panel after removing
the two retaining screws in the top right-hand and top
left-hand corners. Remove side facia panel (see
page P.45) and glove box (see page P.4A).
Disconnect the ball joints from the two outer spindle
cranks.

Disconnect the two cables attached

to

parking

switch.

Remove the nut attaching the wiper parking switch
control to the engine side of the bulkhead and withdraw the control from inside the car.
From outside the car unscrew the large nut securing
the centre housing to the scuttle. Remove the chrome
distance piece and rubber seal.

From inside the car withdraw the housing from the
scuttle.

Withdraw housing ahd attached rods through
centre aperture in dash panel.

REFÏTTING
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.

Note: It

Remove the chrome distance piece and rubber seal.

is essential when refitting that the length
of the link rods are not altered. Any alteration in the length of these rods will place the
windscreen wiper arms out of phase with

From inside the car withdraw the spindle housing.

each other.

securing the spindle housing to the scuttle.
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DATA

Wiping

Speeds

Operating Currents
Arms and Blades removed
Motor only

Normal

High

44-48 Cycles/minute

58-68 Cycles/minute

2'2-2'9

3'0-3 '7 amp.
2'5-3'2 amp.

l'7-2'4

Resistance of Field Coil

8'0-9'5

Value of Field Resistor

9'5-11.0

Pressure of Blades against Windscreen

l1-13

DESCRIPTION

The windscreen wiper is a tryo-speed, thermostatically protected, self parking, link operated unit.
The link and spindle housing assembly comprises
a back plate with the three attached spindle housings,
the spindle housings being detachable separately from
the assembly.

amp.
amp.

ohms
ohms

ozs.

Worn or perished wiper blades ate readìly removed

for replacement.
When necessary, adjustments to the self-parking
mechanism can be made by turning the knuried nut
located on the bulkhead. Turn the nut only one or
two serrations at a time and test the effect of each
setting before proceeding.

One cont¡ol rod operates from the motor to the
centre spindle and the remaining two from the centre
to the two outer spindles.
The motor is controlled by a switch giving Park,
Normal and High speed operation. The higher speed
ìs intended to be used when driving fast through
heavy rain or light snow. It should not be used with
heavy snow or with a dry or drying windscreen,

If

overloaded the motor windings will overheat and

BLADE

cause the thermostat to trip and isolate the motor from
the supply. Possible causes include: Packed snow or

ice on screen, over-frictional or oil contaminated
blades, damaged drive mechanism or spindle units.
Provided the obstruction or other cause of excessive
heating is removed, normal working resumes automatically when the terrìperature falls to a safe level.

E

NTRY

SLOT

MAINTENANCE
Efficient wrping is dependent upon having a clean
windscreen and wiper blades in good condition.

ARM

Use methylated spirits (denatured alcohol) to : emove

cil, tar spots and other stains from the windscreen.
Silicone and wax polishes should not be used for this
purpose.
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&1il
Fig.

39.

Wíper blade to

arn altachmenl.

ELECTRICAL
FAULT DIÄ,GNOSIS
Poor performance can be electrical or mechanical

ìn origin and not

lìeccrssalily due

to

a

faulty motor,

for example:

AND INSTRUMENTS

Low voltage at the motor due to poor connections
or a discharged battery.
Excessive loading on the wiper blades.

Spindles binding in housings,

CABLE COLOURS
Y
R
U

YELLow
REO
BLUE

w
N
G

WHITE
BROIVN

flr6õl

GRE€N

Fig.

40, ll

Fig.

41.

it'irtg connettittns switclt to wiper

The

DL3 tyiper motot antt linkage.
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Join the "BROWN" and "RED" cables together

TESTING
Unless the origin ol the fault is apparent, proceed
as follows to determine the cause of failure.

and connect to the "Positive" battery
Connect the

"BLUE AND WHITE"

terminal.

cables together.

Check the cycles per minute of the wiper spindle.
Measuring Supply Voìtage
Using a first grade moving coil voltmeter, measure
the voltage between the motor supply terminal (to
which the green cable is connected) and a good earthing
point. This should be 11'5 volts with wiper working
normally. If the reading is low, check the battery,
switch (by substitution), cabling and connections.
Measuring Light Running Current

If

the normal terminal voltage is correct, measure
the light running current by means of a first grade
moving coil ammeter, connected in series withthe

The light running current must not exceed:

3'0-3'7 amperes at slow speed-44-48 c.p.m./or
r,p,m. of output motor shaft or 2'2-2'9 amperes at
fast speed-58-68 c.p.m./or r.p.m. of output motor
shaft.

If the current is in excess of these frgures change the
motor. See DATA chart lor other information.
Checking Spindle Housings
Renew seized housings.

supply cable.
Remove the windscreen wiper arms and blades.

To Check the t'Fâstt'Speed Current
Using a fully charged 12v battery and two test
leads, connect the "GREEN" cable on the wiper
motor to the "Negative" battery terminal. Join the

"YELLOW" and "RED" cables together and connect
to the "Positive" battery terminal. Connect the

"BLUE" and "WHITE"

cables together. Check the

cycles per minute of the wiper spindle.

To Check the "Slow" Speed Current
Connect the "GREEN" cable to the "Negative"
battery terminal.

Fis.

43.

The cenlral wiper wheel hox'

.z)@
v

fT9E7t

Fig.
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42.

Exploded view ofwheel box and parking switch assembl¡''

ELECTRICAL

Fig.

44.

The layout

ofwiring
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harnesses.

MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRIC CLOCK
Removal

Detach the earth lead from the battery. Remove
the revolution counter from the instrument panel as

Refitting
Refrtting is the reverse of the removal procedure.

detailed under "Revolution Counter and Ctock
Removal". Detach the clock from the hidden face of
the revolution counter by removing the two nuts. The
flexible setting drive can be removed by slackening the
knurled nut. Disconnect the cable at the snap connector.
Adjustment

Adjustment is effected by means of a small scrov
surrounded by a semi-circular seal, located at the
back of the instrument.

If the clock is gaining turn tlre screw towards the
minus (-) sign; if the clock is losing turn the screw
towards the positive (f) sign.
Note: The action olresetting the hands automatically

Fig.

45.

Adjustment screw

for

clock.

restarts the clock.
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BRÄKE FLUID AND HANDBRAKE WARNING
LIGHT

of the lamp, exercising care to
control the run of the spring loaded bulb beneath.
Feed the bulb into the spring-loaded bulb holder,
Unscrew the bezel

ensure that the red transparent window is retained in
the bezel by a small circlip, position the designation
plate on the bulb holder and screw on the bezel.

CARBURETTER MIXTURE CONTROL WARNING

LIGHT

FLASHING INDICATOR CONTROL
Removal

Detach the earth lead from the battery.

Disconnect the seven cable harness from the snap
connectors situated behind the facia panel.
Remove inner half of switch cover by withdrawing
towards the centre of the car; cover is retained in

position by means ol spring clips. Switch and outer

half of cover can now be withdrawn after removing
the two screws and the clamp retaining the switch to
steering colunrn. Detach the outer hall of switch
cover fronr switch by removing the two fixing screws.

Renewing the Bulb

Vy'ithdraw the bulb holder from the rear of the light
unit above the lever quadrant and withdraw the bulb
by rotating in an anti-clockwise direction.
Replace the bulb holder and bulb by reversing the
removal sequence.

The lamp unit can be removed lrom the side facia
panel after the butb holCer has been removed by
unscrewing the body of the unit and withdrawing the
red plastic window from the front lace of the facia

board. The replacement of the lamp unit

is the reverse

of the removal sequence but the angle terminal bracket
must not be omitted.

SETTING THE CÄRBURETTER MIXTURE
CONTROL WARNING LIGHT SWITCH
Set the lever of the carburette¡ mixture control |"
(6.350 m'm.) from the bottom Iimit of its travel, when
a click will be heard and utilizinþ the two nuts on the

threaded shank of the switch, position the switch so
that the warning light ceases to glow when the ignition
is switched

"on".

Actuate the lever up and down once

or twice and make any final adjustments
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necessary.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse ol the removal procedure.
Particular attention mLlst be paid to ensure that the
switch is positioned correctly on the steering colltmn,
that the spigot on the switch is located in the hole
dritled in the steering column.
Reconnect cable harness into the multi-snap connector so that similar coloLlred cables are connected
together.

FLASHING DIRECTION INDICATOR \ryARNING

LIGHT BULB
Replacement

Detach the earth lead from the battery. Withdraw
one or both ol the bulb holders from the rear of the
light unit situated between the speedometer and the
revolution counter. Remove the bulb from the holder
by applying an inward pressure and tr-rrning in an
anti-clockwise direction.

Refitting is the reverse

ol the removal sequence.

Care must be taken to ensure that the bulb holders
are replaced in the correct position, i.e., replace right
hand indicator bulb behind nght hand arrow.
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THE INSTRUMENTS
DÄSH CASINGS

(Ð

Removal

Detach one or both dash casings situated beneath
the glove box or side facia panel by withdrawing the
drive screws, and in the instance of the dash casing on
the steering column side, the screwed bezels of the
odometer and clock setting drives.

That the leads are replaced in accordance with
their colour coding, utilizing the wiring diagram
as a reference,

(ii) That the clips securing the main harness to the
instrument panel will in no way foul any of the

switch or instrument terminals, otherwjse a
direct short will occur when the battery is
connected,

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse ol the removal procedure
but in the instance of the dash casing on the steering
column side, it will be necessary to attach the odometer
and clock setting drives to the casing before attaching
the latter to the underside of the instrument panel.

THE INSTRUMENT PÄNEL
Opening

Detach the earlh lead from the battery.
Remove the ignition key and cigar ligbter for safe
keeping. Hinge the centre instrument panel downwards
on its bottom edge, after withdrawing the thumb screws
situated in each top corner.

GLOYEBOX-Removal
Disconnect battery.

Lower the centre instrument paneL after rernoving
the two retaining setscrews in the top right hand and
top left hand corners.
Remove the three setscrews retaining glove box now
exposed. Remove the two nuts retaining glove box to
the bracket located on side panel below screen pillar.

Detach glove box ard disconnect the heater control
cables from heater control

quadrant. Remove

glove

box.

Refitting
Removal

The ingtrument panel can be removed completely
by detaching the earth lead from the battery, identifying and removing the leads from the instruments,
cigar lighter and switches, removing the electrical
harness and clips from the instrument panel and with-

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Care must be taken to ensure that the heater control
is connected correctly and full travel of the control
maintained.

drawing the two hinge pivot bolts from the instrument
panel support brackets.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure, but

particular attention must be given to the following
point.

That the leads are refitted in accordance with their
colour coding, utilizing the wiring diagram as a
reference.

Closing

is the reverse of the opening proceedure
particular
attention must be given to the
but
Closing

lollowing points:
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Fig.

47.

The glove box showing allachntent detaíls,

ELECTRICAL
SIDE FÄCIÄ PANEL-Removal
Disconnect battery.

Lower the centre instrument panel after removing
the two retaining setscrews in the top right hand and
top left hand corners. Remove the three setscrews
retaining side facia panel now exposed. Remove the
two nuts retaining facia panel to the bracket located
on side panel below screen pillar.
Disconnect speedo cable from speedometer and the
ffexible setting cable lrom the electrjc clock.
Remove the circular nut retaining dipper switch to
panel and remove switch.
Detach facia panel.

Disconnect the brake fluid level warrring light
cables from the unit and the electric clock cables from
the snap counector.
Disconnect the mixture control cable fronr the mix-

ture control quadrant and detach the warning light
unit by withdrawing the bulb holder from the socket.
Disconncct the cable fl'orlr nrixture control warning
light switch. Disconnect the two cables attached to
the revolution coutlter and relrrove the ignition tnain
beam and petrol tank warrring lights. Detach the two
flasher warning light bulbs by withdrawing the bulb
holders from the two sockets; withdraw pancl illunrination bulbs.

AND INSTRUMENTS

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure,
Care must be taken when refitting to ensure that the
mixture control cable is connected correctly and the

full travel of the control maintained. Replace flasher
warning light units in their correct holders. When
refrtting dipper switch ensure that the two terminals
on the switch with the cables coloured blue/yellow
and blue/green are uppermost,

THE SPEEDOMETER
Removal

Detach the earth lead from the battery and raise
the steering to the highest position. Detach the speedo-

meter from the facia board by removing the two
knurled nuts, earth lead and the two retaining pieces.
Withdraw the flexible drive fror¡ the centre of the
instrument by slackening the knurled sleeve nut.
Remove the speedometer from the facia board;
identily and remove tlre three warning lamps and the
two instrument illumination lamps from the hidden
lace oF the instrurnent. Remove the flcxible odolneter
trip setting drive by slackening the knurled sleeve nut.

Refitting

Refittìng is the reverse of the removal procedure
but particular attention nlust be paid to the lollowing
pornts.

(i)

That the two instrument illumination lamps
are inserted rn the apertures at the side of the

(ii)

That the headlamp warning light is inserted in
the right hancl bottoln aperture.
That the fuel warning Iight is inserted in the
centre bottom aperture.
That the ignition warning light is inserted in
the lelt hand bottonr aperture.

Renrove facia panel.

l

(iii)
(iv)

nstrunlent.

THE REVOLUTION COUNTER AND

CLOCK

The revolution counter and clock are of the electrical typc and the c-lectrical leads to both are included in
the car harness.

The clock is mounted at the bottom of the revolution counter indicator head and to effect its removal

it is necessary to reulove the revolution

counter froni

the side facia panel.

Fig.

48.

The side

facia panel slnwing anachnent ¿etails.

The revolution counte r consists of an A.C. generator
fitted to the rear end of the camshaft with, an indicator
head nrounted in the side facia panel.
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Refitting

Removal

Detach the earth lead from the battery.
Detach the revolution counter from the facia boa¡d

by removing the two knurled nuts, earth lead and
retainìng pieces. Withdraw the revolution counter,
remove the two centre leads and the two instrument

illumination lamps from the hidden face of the
instrument and from the clock at the snap connector.

Detach thè flexible clock setting drive by slackening
the knurled sleeve nut, and the clock frorr the revolution counter, by removing the two nuts.

TESTING OPERATION

OF

REVOLUTION

Refltting is the reverse of the removal procedure but

particular attention must be given

That the tongued driving spindle is positioned in the
it was when it was removed; whenever
dilìculty is experienced in engaging the tongued
same attitude as

do not apply any force but remove the
generator, ascertain the position of the slot in the camspindle

shaft with a rnirror and set the tongued drive

a

TI{E REMOVÄL OF THE INSTRUMENT PÄNEL
COMPONENTS

Utilizing an A.C. voltmeter check the current across
the terminals of the generator at the rear of the right
hand camshaft \¡/hile the engine is running; as a rough
guide it can be assumed that there is one volt output
per 100 r.p.m. When electrical current is evident,
check the continuity of the two leads by attaching the
terminals to the generator and connecting the voltmeter to the opposite ends of the cables after removal

The Ignition Switch

ment is unserviceable and must be'exchanged.

in

similar position.

COI.INTER

from revolution counter. If when running engine
continuity is evident, it can be assumedthattheinstru-

to the following

point:

Detach the earth lead from tlre battery and hinge
the instrument panel downward. Identily and remove

the leads from the ignition switch. Withdraw the
ignition switch from the hidden face of the instrument
panel by removing the chrome ring. The lock barrel
can be withdrawn by inserting a thin rod through a
hole in the body of the switch.
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure
but particular attention should be given to the following points:

THE REVOLUTION COUNTER DRIVE
The revolution counter drive takes the form of a
small A.C. electrical generator fitted at the rear R.H'
end of the cylinder head where its tongued driving
spindle engages a slotted adaptor screwed in the rear

end of the inlet camshaft. Leads included in the
electrical harness of the car connect with the Lucar
tabs pointing upward in the body of the generator
and with similar tabs at the rear of the instrument
lead in the side facia panel. The Lucar tabs are of the

(D

That the number of the ignition key is stamped
on the lock barrel.

(ii)

That the flat on the thread is positioned toward
the right-hand side of the Panel.

(iii) That the leads are refitted in

accordance to

their colour coding, utilizing the wiring diagrrm
as a reference,

same size and the leads can be fitted either way round'
Removal

Open the engine compartment and detach the earth
lead from the battery. Remove the electrical harness
from the two Lucar tabs on the A.C. generator on the
rear R.H. end of the'cylinder head. Detach the A'C'
generator from the rear R.H. end of the cylinder head
by withdrawing three allen screws and a plate washer,
remove the generator in a rearward direction and note
the position of the tongued driving spindle.
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Renewing the Cigar Lighter Element

'Withdraw the cigar lighter unit from the instrument
panel and ensure that it is cold' Place the unit into the

palm

of the hand, knob first, and hold the

sleeve

downward against the pressure of the spring with the
fingers and unscrew the lighter element and fit a replacement. It must be noted that the spring must not
be omitted or tampered with for it ejects the lighter
unit when it attains its correct temperature.

ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTS
Cigar Lighter Unit-Removal

Withdraw the cigar lighter unit, detach the earth
lead from the battery and hinge the instrument panel
downward. Identify and remove the leads from the

cigar lightel housing. Withdraw the cigar lighter
housing tlirough the face of the insrrument panel
after removing tlre nut and 'U' piece from the centl'e
terminal post. lt is not wise to dismantle the cigar
lighter housing any further, otherwise direct shorting

(i)

That the designation plate is mounted on the
face of the instrument panel by allowing the
flat on the threaded barrel to locate a flat in the
parrel.

(ii)

That the control lever is pressed on to the rod
of the switch protrudìng through the face of
the instrument panel so that the control rod
plunger locates a drilling in the hub ofthe lever,
a smeal of vaseline on the plunger greatly

1llay occur on assembly.

Refitting is the reverse ol the removal procedure
but particular attention must be gi'r,en to the follorving
points:

(i)
(ii)

facilitates this operation.

(iii) That the

leads are refitted in accordance to
their colour coding utilizing the wiriug diagrarn

as a reference.

That the centre terminal post is fir'm and tight.

That the insulated r¡,asher in the 'U' piece is
tight and in good condjtion, a sub-standard fit
ancl poor conclition ol this rvasher could cause
a dil'ect short.

(iii) That the black lead is artaci:ccl by its Lucar
conncctjon to tlre tag at the top of the instruntent ¡.ranel and the purple lead lrom the main
harness is attached to the ccntre terminal post.

The Tumbler Type Switches

Detach the earth lead from the battery and hinge
the instrumeDt panel downward. Identify and remove
the leads from the Lucar tags on the body ofthe desired
switches and withdraw the tumbler switch fronr the
hidden face of the instrument panel by holding the
switch lever in a horizontal position and rernoving the
screwed chromium ring from the face of the instrument
panel.

The Starter Push Srvitch

Detach the earth lead fiom the battery and hinge
the instrurnent panel downward. Identify and remove
the leacls lrorn the starter push switch. Withdraw the
starter push switch through the face of the instrurnent
panel by removing the uut oll the hidden face.
The Head and Side Light Srvitch-Removal
Rcnrcve the light switch control lever from the face
of the instrument panel by depressing the plunger in
the right hand sicle.

Detach tlre earth lead from the battery and hinge
the instrument panel downward. Identily and lemove the leads frorn the light switch and detach the
light switch from the three posts on the hidden face
ol the instrument panel by removing the three nuts.
The designation plate can be removed from the face
of the instrument panel by detaching the nut on the

hidden face.

Refitting is the reverse ofthe renroval procedure but

particular attention must be given to the lollowing
potnts:

(i)

That the switch is fìtted to the instrumenr panel

so that the ffat face ol the swltch lever is
downward.

(ii)

That the leads are refitted jn accordance to thejr
colour coding and utilizing the wiring diagram
as a reference.

The Ämmeter and Oil Pressure Gauge-Removal

Detach the earth lead from the battery and hinge
the instrument panel downward. Withdraw the illumination bulb holder frorn the instrument and detach

the leads. Remove the two knurled nuts and 'U'
clamp.

Withdraw through front face of panei.
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure but
to the following
points:

particular attentjon must be gìven
Refitting

Refittirrg is the reverse of the removal procedure
but particular attention must be given to the following
points:

(i)

.That the 'U' piece is fitted so that it will nor
foul any terminal or bulb holder, one side is cut
away lor this purpose.
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(iÐ

That the leads are refitted in accordance with
the colour coding utilizing the wiring diagram

Refitting

as a reference.

particular attention ntust be given to the following

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure but
points:

The Fuel anrl Water Temperature Gauges

These instruments are removed and refitted in a
similar manner to the ammeter and oil pressure gauges
but in this instance only one knurled nut secures the

'U' piece.
The removal and replacement of the fuel gauge
tank unit and the water temperature transmitter unit
are detailed in the "Fuel System" and "Cooling
System" sections respectively.

The Voltage Regulator (Fuel and rJ/ater Temperature
Gauges)
Removal

Detach the earth lead from the battery and hinge
the instrument panel downwards. Identify and remove
the leads from the voltage regulator situated at the top
right hand side of the instrument panel.

Detach the voltage regulator from the panel by
removing one nut.
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(i)
(ii)

That a good earth is made between the voltagc
regulator and the panel.
That the leads are refrtted in accordance with
the colour coding utiiizing the wiring diagram
as a reference.

Renewing the Switch Indicator Strip Bulbs
Detach the earth lead from the battery and hinge the

instrument panel downwards. Three bulbs are
provided, one being in each bottom cornet and one
at the bottom centre. Withdraw the bulb holder
from the socket. Remove the bulb from the holder by
applying an inward pressure and rotating 90". The
bulb is replaced by inserting the cap in the holder and
rotating 90'until the notches in the bulb holdel arc
located.

Remove tlre indicator strip, chrome frnisher and
light filter from the bottom edge ol the instrument
panel by withdrawing the lour screws.

ELECTRICAL

AND INSTRUMENTS

THE BI.METAL RESISTANCE INSTRUMENTATION
Engine Temperature, Fuel Tank and

DESCRIPTION
The Bi-metal Resistance Jnstrumentation for engine
temperature, petrol tank contents and engine cìl
pressure consists of a gauge unit fitted in the instrument panel, a transmitter unit fitted in the engine unit
or petrol tank and connected together to the battcry,
the oil pressure gauge being an exception, through a
comnton voltage regulator. The purpose of the latter
rs to ensure a constant power supply at a predetermined voltage thus avoiding errors due to a low battery
voltage. In the instance ol the oil pressure gauge this
is not quite so critical to supply voltage.
In all systems the gauge unit operates on tlre thermal
principal utilizing a heater windingwound on a bi-metal
strip. while the transrnirter units olthe engine temperatule aud petrol tank contents gauge are olthe resistance
type but in both instalrces the systern is voltage

sensitive. The transmitter unit ol the oiI pressure
of the thermal pressure principal utilizing a
heater winding wound olt a bir.netal strip having
contact at one end with the second contact mounted
gauge is

on a diaphragm which is sensitive to engine oil pressure.

OPERATION OF THE ENGINE TEMPERATURE
GAUGE

Oil Pressure

Gauges

heater winding and bimetal strip assembly is sensitive
to the changes ìn voltage received from the transmitter
unit causing the heater winding to heat or cool in the
bimetal strip, resulting ìn the deffection of the indicator
needle over the scale provided. The calibration of the

scale is such that the movenent of the indicator
needle over it is relative to the temperature of the
transmitter unit bulb and therefore the temperature
of the engine unit.

OPERÄTION OF THE FUEL TANK GAUGE
The transmitter unit ol the petrol gauge is fitted in
the petrol tank and is a varjable resistance actuated
by a float, the arm of which carriers a contact travelling
across a resistance housed in the transmitter body.

The ffoat arm takes up a position relative to the level
of petrol in the tank and thus varies the amount of
current passing through the indicator unit.
Tlre gauge unit in the instrument panel consists of a
heater winding, connected at one cnd to the transmitter
unit and at the other to the'l'terminal olthe voltage
regulator. wound on a birnetal strip which is linked to
the indicator needle. The heater winding and bimetal

temperature sensitive resistance element contained in a
brass bulb. The resistance element is a semi-conductor
which has a high negatjve remperature co-efficient ol
resistance and its electrical resistance decreases rapidly

strip assen,bly is sensitive to the changes in voltage
received from the position of the transmitter ffoat,
causing the heater rvinding to heat or cool the bimetal
strip, resulting in the deflection of the indicator needle
over the scale provided. The caUbration ol the scale
is such that the movement of the indicator needle
'is
over it
relative to the position ol the transmittel.
ffoat actuated by the level of the contents in the petrol

with an increase in its temperature. As the temperature

tank.

of the

Exaggerated indicator needle movement due to
petrol swirl in the tank is considerably reduced as
there is a delay before curreltt changes from the transmitter unit can heat or cool the bimetal and heater
winding assernbly in the indicator unit, which in lact
causes the deflection of the needle. Similarly the indicator needle will take a ferv moments to register the
contents of the petrol tank when the ignition is first

The transmitter unit ol the engine temperature
gauge is fitted in the water outlet pipe of the engine
unit and is a variable resistance and consists of a

engine unit rises the resistance of the semiconductor decreases and increases the flow of current
through the transmitter sinilarly a decrease in engine
temperature reduces the ffow of current.
The gauge unit Êtted in the instrument panel consists
of a heater winding, connected at one enci to the
transmitter unit and at the second end to the ,l'
terminal of the voltage regulator, wound on a bimetal

strìp which is linked to the indicator needle. The

switched on.
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ANALYSIS OF THE ENGINE TEMPERATURE AND PETROL TANK GAUGE FAULTS

NOTE: THE INSTRUMENT PANEL GAUGES MUST NEVER BE CHECKED BY SHORT-CIRCUITING
THE TRANSMITTER UNITS TO EARTH
Unit Possibly at Fault

Symptom

Instrument panel gauge showing

a

Voltage regulator

"zero" reading

Action
Check that output voltage at terminal 'I

is

10 volts

Instrument panel gauge

Check for continuity between the gauge
telminals with the leads disconnected.

Transmitter unit in

Check fcr continuity between the terminal

petrol tank or engine

ancl the case with lead disconnected.

unrt.

Wiring

Check for continuity between the gauge,

the transmitter and the voltage regulator, also that the transmitter unit is
earthed.

Instrument panel gauge showing
a high/low reading when ignition

at terminal 'l'

Voltage regulator

Check output voltage
l0 volts.

Instrument panel gauge

Transmitter unit in
petrol tank or engine

Check by substituting another instrument
panel gauge.
Check by substituting another transmitter
unit in petrol tank or engine unit.

Wiring

Check for leak to earth.

Voltage regulator

Check output voltage

is

switched on

Instrument panel gauge showing
reading and overheating

a high

Wiring

Instrument panel gauge showing
an intermittent reading

at terminal 'l'

is

l0 volts.

Voltage regulator

Check for short circuits on wiring to each
transmitter unit.

Check by substituting another voltage
regulator.

Instrument panel gauge

Check by substituting another instrumenl
panel gauge.

Transmitter unit in
petrol tank or engi,ne

Check by substituting another transmitter
unit in petrol tank or engine unit.

unlt
Wiring

Check terminals for security, earthing and

wlnng contlnulty.
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OPERATION OF THE OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
The transmitter unit of the oil pressure gauge, fittecl
in the head of the engine oil filter, is a voltage compensated pressure unit and consists of a diaphragm, a
bimetal strip with a heater winding wound thereon, a
resistance and a pair of contacts. One contact is
attached to the diaphragm while the second is mounted
on one end of the bimetal strip, the second end of
which is connected through the resistance and the
gauge unit to the battery supplv; the heate¡ winding
is also connected to the battery supply but not through
the resistance. Engine oil pressure will close the contacts causing current to flow through the gauge unit,
bimetal strip and contacts to earth resulting in the
heating of the heater winding which will, after a time,
open the contacts.
The gauge unit fitted in the instrument panel consists
battery
supply and at the second to the transmitter unit wound

of a winding, connected at one end to the

on to a bimetal strip which is linked to an indicating
needle. The heater winding and bimetal strip

AND INSTRUMENTS

assembly is sensitive to the continuity changes received
from the thermal pressure unit, fitted in the engine oil
filter, causing the heater winding to heat or cool the
bimetal strip resulting in the deflection of the indi-

cating needle over the scale provided.
The changes in continuity of current from the transmitter unit will vary according to the amount of oil
pressure for, as the latter rises, the outward moving
diaphragm contact limits the return travel of the
bimetal strip contact thus allowing a longer continuity

period. This results in a greater heating of the heater
winding in the gauge unit and increased deflection cf
the indicating needle over the scale showing a greater

oil pressure.

The opening and closing of the transmitter unit
contacts is continuous thus the temperature of the
heater winding in the gauge unit is kept within clnse
limits and the calibration of the scale is such that the
movement of the indicating needle over it is relative
to the opening of the transmitter unit contacts and
therefore the oil pressure of the engine is recorded.

ANALYSIS OF THE OIL PRESSURE GAUGE FAULTS
Symptom

Unit Possibly at Fault

Instrurnent panel gauge showing
a

"zefo" reading

Check

for continuity between the

gauge

and the transmitter unit and that the latter
is earthed.

Instrument panel gauge showing

a reading with ignition

Wiring

Action

switched

Instrument panel gauge

Check for continuity between the gauge
terminals with leads disconnected. If satisfactory replace the transmitter unit.

Transmitter unit on oil

Check by substituting another transmitter

filter head

unrt.

on but engine not running

Instrument panel gauge showing

a high reading and overheating

Transmitter unit on oil

Check by substituting anotlier transmirrer

filter head

unit.

Instrument panel gauge showing

Instrument panel gauge

a below "zero"

reading with
ignition switched off

Check by substituting another instrument
panel gauge.
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51.

The engine oil pressrtre gauge circu¡t,

rcgulotor

Fig.

52.

The u,aler lenperature gauge circuil.

ELECTRICAL
THE SPEEDOMETER DRIVE CABLE

Connection of Inner Flexible Shaft

Where possible slightly withdraw inner flex anrl
fìrst. Thelt slide inrrer into

Removal

connect outer

Disconnect the flexible drive cable and remove the
flom the side itrstrument lacia as previously detaited. Detach the flexible drive cable from

engagement.

speedometer

the light-angle drive attachnrent on the gearbox and
it fron-r the retaining clips.

Removal of Inner Shaft

6

release

Most inner flexes can be removed by disconnecting instruurent end and pulling out ffex.
Broken inner flex rvill have to be withdrar.l,n

Refitting

trom both ends.

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure
but particular attention rnust be given to the following
points:

(i) That the run ol the flexible
(ii;

7

drive cable

AND INSTRUMENTS

is

Examination of Inner Flexible Shaft

Check for kinked inner flexible shaft by rolling
on clean ffat surlacc. Kinks will be seen and felt.

without any sharp bends.
That the securing clips are so shaped that they
only hold the cable in position without crushing
rt.

SPEEDOMETER CABLE-GENERAL
INSTRUCTIONS
Flexible cable condition to a great extent allects
perlormancc of speedorneters. Poor installation crr
damage to the flexible drive will show up as apparent

faults. It is most irnportant that the ffexible

drive
should be correctly fitted and maintained as illustrated

in the following diagrams.

l.

Smooth Run

Run of flexible drive ntust be smooth. Minimum
bend radius 6". No bend within 2" of colrnections.
I-ig. 5-1. ( lrcckitry tf

Securing

ittnet lle-v

for kittks.

Avoid sharp bends at clips. [f necessary change
their positions. Do not allow flexible drive to
flap freely. Clip at suitable points.
ò.
3

Withdraw inner flexible drive (see paragraph 6).

Avoid crushin_e ffexible drive by over-tightening

Place blob of grease on end of outer cable and
insert flex through r't, carrying grease inside. Use
Esse T.S.D. 119 or equivalent. Do NOT use oil.

clip.
4

Lubrication Every 10,000 Miles

Securing

Connection

Ensure tightness of outer flex connections. They
should be finger tight only. It may be necessary
to clean thoroughly the point of drive before the
connection can be screwed completely home.

I

Excessive Lubrication

Avoid excessive lubrication. lf oil appears in
llexible drive, suspect laulty oil-seal at point of
rl

rive.
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10. Inner Shaft Projection
Check $" projection of inner flex beyond outer
casing at instrument end. This ensures correct
engagement in l'nstrument and point of drive.

13. Damage Drive End Connections
Examine point of drive for damage or slip on
gears in gearbox.
14. Ensuring Correct Drive Fitted
When ordering, state Make, Year and Model of
vehicle. State also length of drive required when
alternatives are shown.

SPEEDOMETERS-GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Fig.

54.

Sholr'ing tlrc attnun! the inner fle.r nlu\t ptotttt¿c rt'ont
outer cablc.

Speedometer performance ìs dependent on the
flexible drive, and apparent faults in the instrument
may be due to some failure of the drive. Before
returning a speedometer for service, the flexible drive
should be checked, as described in the previous paragraphs. The following diagrams show you l.tow to
check the instrument performance.

15. Instrument Not Operating
Flexible drive not properly connected (see paragraph
I

l.

Broken or damaged inner flexible shaft
or fault at point of drive (see paragraphs I 2 and
13), in which case renlove and replace flex (see

Concentric Rotation

Check that inner flex rotates

in

centre

ol

5).

outer

paragraphs
(see

6 and 8) or rectify point of

drive

Insufficient engagement of inner shaft
paragraph l0). Delective instrument-return

fault.

cable.

1"or service.

16. Instrument lnaccurate
Incorrect speedometer fitted. Check code number.

Fig 55 Cltccking tlte intrt fe.r lìtr

"rttn-out

12. Damaged Inner Shaft
Examine inner flex ends for wear or other damage.

Before fitting new ffex ensure lnstrument maln
spindle is free.
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Fig.56.

Shov'ing lhe ct¡de ntrtnl>cr on tha face ol'lhe inslrunknl

ELECTRICAL
t7. Speedometer Inaccurate
Check tyre pressures. Inaccuracy can be caused

AND INSTRUMENTS

20. Correct Speedometer

Number illustrated should correspond within 25
either way with the nur-nber obtained from paragraphs l8 and 19. Ifit does not, apply to Suriths
for specially calibrated instrument, giving details
of test and vehicle.

by badly wol'n tyres. Non-standard tyres fitted,
apply to Smiths for specially caljbrated instrument.
t8. Speedometer Inaccurate

Rear axle non-standard. Drive ratio in vehicle
gearbox non-standard. A rapid and simple check
is obtained by entering in the formula the figures
lound in the test (see paragraplr l9).
r680 N
: T.P.M. No.
R

Where N : Number ol turns made by the inner
shaft for 6 turns of rear wheel and R : Radius of rear
wheel in inches measured from centre of hub to grouncl.
Example
Cardboard pointer on inner shalt (see l9) rotates
6 turns of rear
wheel. Rear wheel radius 12f".
Flex turns per mile:

9{ times as vehicle is pushed forward
ló80 ,''

9t

l2+

Frl.

-5,\ .l/rr¡¡r,ir,(

Ihe trtrn\ ptr rnilL'ttn thc fate of tlte
Itr\IrilDI(ttI.

15330

-

: D5r:
1)!

T.p.M.

No.

2t. Pointer Waver
Oiled up instrurlcnt. Replace oil

19. Gearing Test
Disconnect flexible drive from speedometer. With
the gears in neutral, count the number of turns of

the inner shaft for six turns of the rear wheels
wheu the vehicle is pushed forward in a straight
line. Measure rolling radius of rear wheels_
centre of l.rub to ground. Apply figures in formula
(see paragraph i8).

seal if necessary,

clean and lubricate flcxible drive (see paragraph 8).
Rcturn instrunrent lor replacement.
22. Pointer Waver

Inner flexible shafr not engaging
then try 4. Also check 12.
23

luÌly. Cl.eck

10,

Pointer Waver
Kinked or crushed flexible drive. Check 7 and

3.

Fcr withdrawal of inner shalt see para_eraph

6.

Bends of too small radius in flexible drive. check L
24

Pointer Wayer
I1 2l . 22 and 23 sho\,, no sign of trouble, instru-

ment is probably delective. Return for replacement.

25

Fig.57 Canlhoat d (ottnt(r on the inner fle-r Jor thecking rltc
nunthcr ol turns.

Noisy Instaliation

Tapping noises. Check 5 and 2. Flexible drive
damaged. Check 7 and l 2 (also see paragraph 6),
check lubrication is sufficient. Check l0 and I i.
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2l

26. Noisy Installation
General high noise level. Withdraw inner shaft
(see paragraph 6) and reconnect outer flex. ìl
noise continues at lower level then source ol noise
is in vehicle point of drive. Fitting new P'V.C.
covered flexible drive with nylon bush on inller

shaft and instrument with rubber llrounted

movement should overcome this trouble.

Noisy Installation

Regular ticking in tinre with speedometer decilnal

distance

counter. Return

speedometer for

replacement.
28

Noisy Installation

Loud screeching noise more prevalent in cold
weather return instrument for replacement.

0ta6lAr sll0Hltl6 APPARTliT
s0tjRct ÀllD lYPt 0r il0lst

I
¡.¡n¡l lltr l¡rr

lttil

Fig. 59 Diagtatn ilnv'irtg apparcnt somce nnd lt'P( ()l'n(,i.\(

RIGHT ÄNGLE DRIVE ATTACHMENT
No provision is made lor lubrication or dismantling
this unit. If faulty removc and replace rvith nerv unit.
Removal

Detach the speedometcr cablc from unit.
Remove unit lrom gearbox by releasing the large
thumb nut.
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Refitting
Refitting is tlrc revcrsc ol'the ret.troval procedurc but
particular attention rnust be given that thc square drive

shaft protruding lrom thc unit has entered into thc
gearbox drive correctly beforc tighLening nut.

Prinlcd rn EnglarrrJ h¡ Buckler & \\ebtr LrLl , ( hLtrclì Street, [ìirnringhrnl
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